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The contents of this training package were developed under a research and training center grant
(G0083C001010/02) from the National Institute of Handicapped Research, Office of Special Educa-
tion and Rehabilitative Services; Department of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202. However, those
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ment by the Federal Government.
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erning this principle.
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Foreword
This training manual presents the skills that individuals need to conduct satisfying social

conversations with others. Having these skills 's important for a number of reasons, e.g., making a
good first impressie in the job interview, interacting positively with co-workers and developing long-
term relationships. The basic approach used in the training involves presentation of information
(didactic training), modeling, role playing, shaping and evaluation through role play simulat;ons. The
work of Arnold Goldstein and Jeffrey Kelly has had considerable influence on the development of this
material. Target behaviors for the training were adapted. in part, from the research of several members
of the Children's Rehabilitation Unit at the University of KansasSharry Tofte-Tipps, Pamela
Mendonca and Richard Peach.

Many other people contributed to the development of this training manual. The employees and staff
members of Abilities Unlimited Incorporated and Watson Street Transitional Living Facility deserve
special recognition for their assistance. We also wish to thank Barbara Wampler and Debbie Sullivan
for preparng the final manuscript and Anita Owen. Bruce Grannen ann, Bob Beck, Julie Omohundro,
Mike Wall and Scott Porter for taping the conversations for the initial training sessions.

Frank D. Lewis
Richard T. Roessler
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Introduction to Conversation
Skills Training (CST)

In the material to follow, eleven lessons pertinent to developing social conversation skills are pre
sented. These lessons are:

Lesson I
Lesson II

Lesson III
Lesson IV
Lesson V

Lesson VI
Lesson VII
Lesson VIII
Lesson IX
Lesson X

Lesson XI

When to Start a Conversation
The Components of a Conversation
Greeting and Opening Remark
Opening Questions
Showing Interest (Minimal encouragers)
Follow-up Questions
Expressing a Compliment
Selfdisclosure
Ending the Conversation
Deciding When a Person Does Not Want to Talk
Review

Each lesson requires a trainer and co-trainer and approximately 40-60 minutes to present. A group of
3.6 participants is recommended. CST has been used successfully in a sheltered workshop with
individuals with learning disabilities and intellectual impairments and in a transitional living facility with
individuals with emotional disabilities (Lewis. Roessler, Greenwood, & Evans. 1984: Roessler &
Lewis. 1984).

In Lesson I participants learn how to discriminate when it is appropriate to begin a conversation.
During this lesson, they evaluate 10 audio taped conversational situations as to whether each
possesses proper conditions for a conversation. In Lesson II. participants review the components ofa
conversation. Stressing the interrelatedness of the components, this lesson includes "skill/response
cards" that demonstrate the seven target skills.
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Lessons 111-IX present the critical behavior for training. Following the social learning principles
stresssed by Kelly (1982) and Goldstein (1981), each lesson has a similar forma::

1. The rationale for the skill is explained to the participants:
2. Conversation cue cards containing important points about the target skills are given to the partic:

pants and discussed in the group;
3. Target skills are modeled in eight audio taped conversations. Modeling of target skills is clone

sequentially and cumulatively. That is, when participants begin training on the next skill in the

sequence, all previously learned skills are included in the modeling vignettes and role plays per-
formed by the trainers and participants;

4. Target behaviors are modeled by the trainer and co-trainer:
5. Participants role play the target skills until they successfully demonstrate all skills covered in the

current and previous lessons. Trainees role play scenes that have been modeled on the audio

tapes and novel scenes they generate themselves. Trainers provide participants with immediate
feedback and reinforcement regarding their role play performances; and

6. Two additional audio tape conversations are played demonstrating proper use of target skills.

The tenth lesson provides cognitive messages to prevent participants from interpreting failure to

start a conversation as their fault. The final lesson in the package reviews the seven behaviors essential

to effective social conversation.

Performance Evaluation
Each lesson should be continued until participants can demonstrate in role plays proper use of the

skills taught in that lesson. Therefore, evaluation data are needed to determine when to move from one

lesson to the other.
Skill acquisition is evaluated in role play simulations immediately following training sessions. Fol-

lowing the model established by Goldstein (1981). these simulations include both direct tests (DT)

minimal generalization tests (MG). There are 10 DT and I 0 MG testing situations presented on an
audio testing tape (see Figure 1 for a list of taped assessment situations). Appendix A provides a tran-

script of those situations.
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Figure 1

Conversation Skills Training Assessment Tape'
Counter * Content Scene

000 Introduction
010 Series 1 DT 1 At Wo:irc
014 Series 1 DT 2 Lunch break
017 Series 1 MG I At the Mall
019 Series 1 MG 2 Raking leaves
023 Series 2 DT 1

. Bus ride
026 Series 2 DT 2 Employee party
029 Series 2 MG 1

. . Job Safety
033 Series 2 MG 2 New Apartment
0.36 Series 3 DT 1 Grocery Store
0.19 Series 3 DT 2 Bus Stop
043 Series 3 MG I Late for work
046 Series 3 MG 2 Ending work day
049 Series 4 DT 1 Early for work
05.3 Series 4 DT 2 Drivein movie
057 Series 4 MG I Vending machine
062 Series 4 MG 2 Employee picnic
065 Series 5 DT The cafeteria
069 Series 5 DT 2 The softball game
073 Series 5 MG 1 Walking the dog
076 Series 5 MG 2 Lunch at Hamburger Hut

'See Appendix A

9
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The DT's ask the trainer and trainee to role play a conversation based on a modeling vignette
presented in training. Before each role play, the trainer instructs the trainee to respond as if he 'she

were actually in the situation. The trainer then plays a DT vignette. A narrator on the tape describes a
social situation and delivers a prompt line. An example of a DT situation is as follows: You are at a party

for all the employees at work. A friend that you work with sits down next to you and says, "Hi. how are

you doing?"
The trainer must "ad lib" appropriate responses to the trainee's remarks or questions. Several

constraints are placed on the trainer's role play behavior so that an accurate assessment can be made

of the trainee's skill. These constraints include: ( ) not asking questions to maintain the conversation,
(2) speaking no longer than 20 seconds and (3) allowing silences to last for 20 seconds before
terminating the role play.

The minimal generalization (MG) tests on the audio testing tape present the participant with social
situations different from any of those used in the conversational lessons. The purpose of the MG role

plays is to determine whether the participant can generalize use of the target behaviors beyond the
training scenes. An example of a minimal generalization test is: You have just finished an assignment
at work. Your supervisor sits down next to you and says. "Hi! How is it going?" Minimal generalization
role plays are conducted in the same way as DT role plays.

Trainers are also encouraged to use two other assessment approaches to determine whether indi
viduals have acquired the target skills. Th..!so two assessments stress even more the issues of
response rnaintenace and generalization.

Before beginning training, each trainee should participate in an audio tape recorded assessment of
conversational skills with a person who is riot involved in the training. i.e.. a novel person (someone
unknown to the trainee). Using a minimum of probes (Hello, how are you), the novel person should
atterlpt to engage the participant in a conversation. The novel person must "ad lib" appropriate
responses and follow the same role playing constraints described for DT and MG assessments. This
same type of assessment situation should also be scheduled after the completion of the entire training

package.
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Yet another form of assessment is suggested. the extended generalization test (EG). In this situa-tion, staff members uninvolved in the training are asked to initiate a conversation with trainees. These
conversations are also audio tape recorded. Again, only minimal probes should be used by the staffmember. Extended generalization tests are administered prior to the beginning of training and onceweekly during the training period.

0.1 Design
The multiple baseline design across behaviors is a frequently used strategy to evaluate the effects ofsocial skill training (Kelly, 1982). With this design, baseline (pre-treatment) data are collected fromeach participant on the use of two or more target behaviors. When the baseline rates of the targetbehaviors have stabilized (show relatively little fluctuation from one assessment to the next), theintervention or treatment is applied to one of the target behaviors while baseline conditions (notreatment) are maintained for the other behaviors. Then the intervention or training is applied to thesecond behavior while continuing baseline conditions for the remaining behaviors. This procedure iscontinued in sequence until the intervention has been applied to each target behavior. The multiplebaseline design across behaviors demonstrates the controlling effects of the intervention if changes in

the target behaviors coincide with the application of treatments to specific behaviors. For a more com-prehensive discussion of the multiple baseline design. the reader is referred to Hersen and Barlow
(1(176) and Robinson and Foster (1919).

To assess the effects of CST. direct tests and minimal generalization tests can be incorporated into
a multiple baseline design across conversational skills (see Roessler & Lewis. 1984 for an example). Arating form for assessing the presence or frequency of the target behaviors, adapted from Kelly(1982). is provided in Figure 2. Variables in the rating form include the presence or absence of anappropriate gneting, the presence or absence of an opening question, the number of times
participants express interest in what was being said. the number of follow-up questions. the number ofcompliments, the number of self-disclosures and the presence or absence of an appropriate end to the
conversation. To obtain an accurate measure of the participant! skills, it is recommended that aminimum of two DT's and two MG's be administered per assessment session.

4;
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Figure 2

Conversation Rating Form
Client Name:

Baseline Intervention Maintenance

Type of Assessment

Direct Test Extended Generalization

Minimal Generalization In Vivo Generalization

Date:

Target Behaviors Make these ratings after listening to the conversation.

I Greeting (A participant's first remarks during an interaction that are relevant to the setting. place or other

person's remarks and are stated in a pleasant tone of voice. e.g., "Hi, how are you?" "It's good to see you.".

"Hi, how's it going?" or "Good morning. )

Present Absent

2. Opening Question (An initial question that serves to keep a conversation going by getting more

information from the other person. Does not include greeting questions such as "How are you?")

Present Absent

1 Encouragers (Words that demonstrate attention to what the other person is saying. e.g., "Oh?". "Really?".

linunm." or -Is that right?" Encouragers also include sentences or responses that cause the other person

to provide even more information, for example, "You are right about that". "I really agree with you." or

think so too.")

Tally Total:

12
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4. Follow-up Questions (Questions about information already given by the other person or questions which
result in the other person providing additional information. The follow-up question may not be directly
related to the opening question.)

A. Follow-up questions directly related to the opening question

Tally

B. Follow-up questions unrelated to the opening question

Tally

Total:

Total:

5. Compliments (Positive statements about the other person such as "You're looking good today." or "It's
been nice to talk to you.")

Tally Total:

6. Self-disclosures (The participant's statements about °Pinions, experiences. feelings or current interests
and activities often followed by a rt.quest to hear -.net person's reaction.)

H. Selfdisclosures

Tally Total:

B. Requests for other's reaction

Tally Total:

7. Appropriate Closing Remark (The participant's final remark that includes restatement or acknowledg-
ment of topics discussed in the conversation and/or an appropriate expression of farewell to end the conver-
sation such as "See you later." -Have a nice day." or "I'll be seeing you.")

Present Pbsennt

13



Figure 3 represents a schedule for presenting the lessons and the related DT and MG assessments.
Figure 3 also provides a plan for administering extended generalization tests and in vivo conversations
with a novel person. The rating fomi presented in Figure 2 is used ti evaluate the participants' use of
conversational skills in these assessments. The results of the extended generalization assessments
may also be plotted on multiple baseline graphs (see Roessler & Lewis, 1984). The results of in vivo
conversations are presented on pretest and posttest graphs.

All evaluation sessions should be audio recorded. Hence, it is imperative that participants grant
permission fo' the taping. Participants should understand the purpose of the taping either by way of
initial introduction or debriefing (as in the cases of the preassessment and postassessment with the
novel person).

As Goldstein (1981) emphasizes, the preferred strategy in social skill training is "practice of
perfect." Trainees should review and practice each lesson until evidence exists that they both
understand and can use the skills presented in the lessons. It is also recommended that trainer and
trainees stand while role playing the conversations in order to make the training experience even more
realistic. Trainees should also stand while completing the direct and minimal generalization tests.

Using This Training ?ackage
Lesson materials are presented in two sections. The first segment provides specific instructions to

the Trainer. For example, the trainer is told both the materials and trainer activities required to teach
the lesson. The tiainer should carefully review this introductory information and the lesson itself before
each training session.

Following the comments on materials and trainer instnictions. a transcript of the training tape is pro-
vided. The lessors transcripts have been recorded on training tapes so that the trainer can play the tran
script for the group. Using the typed transcript as a guide. the trainer will know when to stop the tape
(see PAUSE notations) and discuss certain points in more detail, distribute the conversation cue cards
or other lesson materials or initiate the participant role plays.

Following the schedule in Figure 3. the trainer should play the DT MG segments on the assessment
tape. Use of the assessment tape begins with the baseline measures, follows each of the lessons, and
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finishes with the two maintenance tests. The trainer should begin with the first DT/MG set and ork
his/her way through the tape, It will be necessary to repeat some or all of the assessment tape in order
to conduct the tests called for in Figure 3.

The actual instructional input of this program is provided by the audio taped lesson tapes. The
trainer should play these tapes, pausing for those activities called for on the tape. Even with the detailed
information on the lesson tapes, the trainer must be thoroughly familiar with the material in the
program. The trainer must elaborate on points in the lesson, reinforce and correct in a manner
consistent with the package's intentions and conduct the role play tests so that accurate skill
assesQrm-nts result. Hence, several hours of trainer study are required before initiating this program.

In closing, the steps for using CST are as follows:

1. study the entire program.
2. Develop a training and assessment schedule.
3. Select a novel person for the in vivo tests and staff members for the extended generalization

tests.
4. Secure the rwierials needed for the trainingtape recorders, copies of participant handouts,

training tapes, cue cards. assessment tapes and blank cassette tapes.
5. Select an appropriate location for the training.
6. If possible. select and brief a cotrainer to assist in the program.
7. Review the entire program one more time before beginning training.
8. Select participants based on their need for CST.
9. Conduct the baseline DT, MG, EG (extended generalization) and in vivo generalization (IG)

pretest.
I 0. Review the introductory material for Lesson I When to start a conversationand begin training.
1 1. Conduct DT. MG and EG assessments as called for in the schedule (Figure 3).
12. Using the rating form in Figure 2, evaluate participant performance on the DT and MG tests.
13. Repeat the review, presentation, assessment and scoring steps for each of the remaining

lessons.

9
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14. Move to the next lesson if participants perform the target behaviors properly on three of the four
postlesson tests (DTs and MG's).

15. Repeat the lesson until the 75% level of mastery is present.
16. After the last lesson (Lesson XI), complete the schedule of DT. MG and EG assessments (skill

maintenance and generalization).
17. Conduct the posttest IG assessment.
18. Analyze data from role plays in terms of skill acquisition, maintenance and generalization.

I0



Figure 3

Estimated Schedule - Conversation Skills Training
Day 1 Baseline

DT(2) MG(2) EG(1)

Day 2 Baseline
DT(2):3MG(2)!' EG( 1

Day 3 Baseline
DT(2), MG(2). EG( 1 ). IG (1. Novel Person)

Day 4 When to Start a Conversation Training
Components of a Conversation Training
DT(2), MG(2). EG(1)

Day 5 Greeting and Opening Remark Training
DT(2), MG(2), EG( 1 )

Day 6 Opening Question and Minimal Encourager Training
DT(2), MG(2), EG( I )

Day 7 Followup Question Training
DT(2), MG(2), EG( 1 )

e DT(2) Direct Test, two situations from audio training tape
bMG(2)

Minimal Generalization, two situations from audio training tape
EG(1) Extended Generalization, one conversational role play with staff member

d 1G( 1. Novel Person) - In vivo Generalization, one conversational role play with novel person (use a different person for pre- and
post-IG's)

17
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Figure 3 (continued)

Estimated Schedule - Conversation Skills Training

Day 8 Compliment Training
DT(2), MG(2), EG( I )

Day 9 Selfdisclosure Training
DT(2). MG(2), EG(1)

Day 10 Appropriate Closing Training
DT(2), MG(2). EGO )

Day 11 Deciding When a Person Does Not Want to Talk
DT(2). MG(2), EG( I )

Day 12 Review of Conversation Training
DT(2), MG(2), EG(1)

Day 13 In vivo Generalization
IG( 1 ), (Novel Person)

Day 14-26 NO TRAINING e

Day 27 Maintenance Test (Skill Retention)
DT(2), MG(2), EG( 1 )

Day 34 Maintenance Test (Skill Retention)!
DT(2), MG(2). EG(1)

e No training for approximately two weeks
f Maintenance tests after two and three weeks to assess skill retention (DT?, MCi2, EG I

CST



Lesson I
When to Start a Conversation

Lesson I concentrates on learning when it Is appropriate to start a conversation:

Mat trials Needed
Two tape recorders

1 for playing lesson and testing tapes
1 for recording session and participant responses to DT/MG situations

Lesson I training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Blank audio tape
Conversation Cue Card for Lesson I
"Was this a good time to start a Conversation?" rating form (Figure 4).

Trainer Instructions
1. Start the Lesson i tape.
2. Pause after the Introduction and give participants the sheet entitled "Was This a Good Time to

Start a Conversation?"
3. Start the tape and have participants evaluate situations 1.5 using the rating form. Pause after

each situation to give participants time to do the rating.
4. After the fifth rating, restzft the tape for additional instructional input.
5. Pause after the conversation cues and give participants the Lesson I conversation cue card.

Review the conversation cues with the participants and ask them to read over these several times
during the week.

6. After discussing the conversation cues, check each participant's accuracy in discriminating
whether the situations were appropriate or inappropriate for starting a conversation. (See the
lesson for answers.)
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7. Start the tape and proceed with participant ratings of situations 6.10. Have participants score
their ratings on situations 6-10 hr accuracy.

8. Discuss the conversation cues in relation to situations 6-10.
9. Using a criterion of 90% accuracy on the situation ratings, determine whether participants are

ready to move to Lesson II. Rek:.at the lesson with only those who have not reached the 90%
correct rate.

10. Use the DT/MG Training Assessment Tape to collect baseline data. Work with each trainee on an
individual basis with each of you playing the roles called for on the Assessment Tape. Audio
record participant responses.

14



c
Figure 4

Was This a Good Time to Start a Conversation?

Check one of the answer boxes (Yes/No) to indicate whether it was a good time to start a
Conversation.

Group 1

Situation 1

Situation 2

Situation 3

Yes H

Yes 1.]

Yes [1

No I

No

No 3

Situation 4 Yes n No H

Situation 5 Yes H No H

Group 2

Situation 6 Yes No I 1

Situation 7 Yes No 11

Situation 8 Yes H No :

Situation 9 Yes f I No H

Situation 10 Yes `I No 11

CST
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When to Start a ConversaVaii
Lesson I Transcript

Introduction
Before we begin learning good conversational skills. we would like to talk about how to decide when it

is a good time to start a conversation. Listen to the following five situations in which someone decided
to start a convei sation. After each situation, decide whether it was a good time to start a conversation.
Yoi i can do the rating using a special form. Check the box marked "yes" on the forn i if you think it was a
good time to start conversation or the box marked "no" if you think it was a poor time to start a con-
versation. Listen carefully to these five situations. (Trainer: Hand out the sheets entitled "Was this a
good time to start a conversation ? " Figure 4.)

PAUSE

I . Situation 1. Mary is working hard trying to finish a job her supervisor gave to her. She must finish
before she can go home for the evening. She has only 10 minutes before it is time to le-ve and
she is still riot finished. John sees her arid says: "Hi, Mary How was your weekend?"

PAUSE

2. Situation 2. Jane is itting in the lounge during break time. Bill walks in the lounge. Jane looks
up at him. smiles and says "i-;e:lo." Bill says: "Hi, Jane. How's your morning going?"

PAUSE

i. Situation 3. Steve is late for the bus that takes him to work. He is running down the sidewalk
trying to catch the bus before it pulls away from the stop, John sees Steve running by and says:
-Hey. Steve! You got a minute?"

PAUSE:

9
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4. Situation 4. Betty is listening to her supervisor give instructions for the morning's work. Joe sees
Betty and says: "Hey, Betty! That was a great party last night!"

PAUSE

5. Situation 5. George came in early for work this morning. He is at the coffee pot getting a cup of
coffee. Ed walks over and says: "Hi, George. How are you this morning?"

PAUSE

Sometimes the time and place are not right for starting a conversation. You may be working on
something that you want to finish or you may be doing a job that your supervisor asked you to do.
Choosing a good time also mean- .hat the other person should not be busy or in the middle of doing
something very important like trying to finish a job or hurrying to get somewhere. Choosing a good
time for a conversation zilso means that the other person is not talking or listening to someone else: in
other words, make sum not to interrupt someone else's conversation.

When yGu choose the right time and place fora conversation, people will enjoy talking to you. You will
not be interrupting important things they are doing. Your conversations will be more rewarding
because you will have more time to talk. Also, peop;e will be more likely to want to talk with you in the
future.

Let's review some cues for deciding wh n to start a conversation:

. Choose a time when you are not working or doing something that is important for you to be doing
at the time.

2. Choose a time when the other person is not busy or in the middle of doing something very
important.

3. Choose a time when the other person is not talking or listening to someone else.

PAUSE



(Trainer: Hand out Conversation Cue Cards'. Discuss the cues with the group.)
At this time, let's check our answers for the first five situations. The correct answers are:

1. No
2. Yes
3. No
4. No
5. Yes

Now let's discuss your answers for each situation and see if we can apply the conversation cues to
those situations.

STOP THE TAPE

Here are five more situations in which people have decided to start a conversatn. Again, after each
situation, check the box marked "yes" if you think it was a good time to start a conversation or the box
marked "no" if you think it was a poor time to start a conversation. Liken carefully to these five situa-
tions and follow the important steps printed on your cards to help you decide if it is a good time to start
a conversation.

6. Situation 6. Bill and Jack are standing at the bus stop waiting for the bus to take them to work.
The bus is scheduled to arrive in about ten minutes. Bill says to Jack: "Hey, Jack. Flow many
cans did your group collect in the aluminum can drive yesterday?"

PAUSE

7 Situation 7. Steve is working hard cleaning up the shop to get it ready for the day's work to
begin. He sees Mary and stops what he is doing. He walks over to her and says: "Hi. Mary. Want to
go get a cup of coffee?"

'The concept of conversation cues was adopted from uoldstein, Sprafkin. f, Gershaw's (1976) learning points.

18



PAUSE
14,

8. Situation 8. Pete is telling Say about the aluminum can drive. They will be working together on
the drive. Arnold walks over and says: "Hey, Pete! Come with me. I want to talk with you."

PAUSE

9. Situation 9. Fred has just finished his lunch at the cafeteria. He is relaxing and drinking a coke.
Russell, who is sitting beside Fred, says: "Say, Fred, how did you like the movie last night?"

PAUSE

10. Situation 10. John Is sitting in the break room watching his favorite soap opera. Susan walks
into the room and says: "John, tell me what you did today."

PAUSE

Now, let's check our answers. The correct answers are:

6. Yes
7. No
8. No
9. Yes

10. No

PAUSE

Let's review the important points about deciding when to start a conversation:

1. Choose a time when you are not working or doing something that is important for you to be doing
at the time.

19



2. Choose a time when the other person is not busy or in the middle of doing something very
important.

3. Choose a time when the other person is not talking or listening to someone else.

(Trainer Close the lesson by involving the participants in a discussion of situations they have
experienced when I. inappropriate to start a conversation. Use the conversation cues to explain
why those situations were not appropriate.)

20 .2 61



Lesson H
The Components of a Conversation

Lesson II presents an overview of the various sections ofa social conversation:

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson 11 training tape
DT/MG audio testing tapes
Blank audio tape
Conversation Cue Card

Skill/Response Cards (Present these cards so that they demonstrate the progression of a
conversationskill, response. etc.)

Traindr Instructions
1. Start the Lesson 11 tape.
2. Pause after the components of a conversation are introduced and distribute and discuss the

Less.)n 11 cue card.
3. Demonstrate the unfolding of a conversation through use of the example. Emphasize the relation-

ship of each card to the next card. Place special emphasis on the seven conversation skills and
their role in maintaining the conversation.

4. Play the demonstration conversation. Ask participants to identify the various components.
5. Do not use the Assessment Tape after this lesson. Gather DT/MG data after the greeting lesson.
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nos Campossats of 8 Conversation
Lessem N Transcript

Introduction
Lesson H presents the different types of conversation skills that we will learn in this program. Now

that you have discussed when to stIrt a conversation, it is a good time to look at the pieces of a
conversation. A good conversation requires:

I. A greeting - a friendly opening remark that fits the setting or the other person's remark, like
"Good morning, how are you?"

2. An opening question - a question about a topic that the other person knows something about
like "How did you like the movie?"

3. Showing interest - showing interest in what the otheL person is saying by smiing, looking at the
other person and nodding your head.

4. Follow-up questions questions to get additional information about the topic of conversation,
for example, "What did you like best about the movie?"

5. A compliment - saying something nice about the other person.
6. A self-disdosure - a statement about a personal opinion or feeling that encourages the other

person to tell more about himself/herself.
7. An end - an appropriate close to a conversation such as "I'll be seeing you."

If you use these skills when talking to others, your conversations will last longer and be more interest-
ing and enjoyable. Others will be more likely to talk to you in the future and you will have a chance to get
to know your friends better.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute the Lesson II cue card. Discuss the components of a conversation. Help partici-
pants leam each component and its role in the social conversation.)
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Here is another way to think about a conversation. You can actually see conversations unfold as one
of the participants uses the seven skills. Look at this written example of a conversation:

(Trainer: Use the skill/response cards to demonstrate the seven skills. Discuss the example in the
group.)

Now let's listen to a conversation in which the people in the tape use all of the conversation skills.
Listen carefully and see if you can identify the following components:

The greeting
An opening question
Showing interest
Follow-up questions
A compliment
A self-disclosure
An end

(Trainer: Play the model conversation.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also

watching the game. He turns toward you and says:

Person 1: Hi, my name is Steve.
Person 2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?

Person 1: Not bad, how about yourself?

Person 2: Pretty good. What do you think about the game?

Person 1: Well, it's petty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.

Person 2: Really?
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Person 1: That's right. But I think the red team can come back and get some more runs.
They've got some good hitters.

Person 2: Who are some of their best hitters?
Person 1: The first baseman and center fielder are really good.

Person 2: That's right. I've seen them play before. Do you play on a team?

Person 1: Yes. I play for Spiro's Pizza Parlor.

Person 2: is that right? They're a real good team. You must be a good player.

Person 1: Well, thanks. I'm okay I guess.

Person 2: I play for Bob's Texaco. You can't miss us: we have uniforms that make us look
like zebras. Have you seen our uniforms?

Person 1: Yes, but I think the stripes look classy. At least you have new uniforms.

Person 2: Well, you have a good point there. It was nice talking to you. I'll see you later.

Person 1: Okay. I'll see you later. So long.

(Trainer: Discuss the example conversation in the total group.)



Introduction to Lessons III-IX
Trainer Instructions

In the next seven lessons, III -LX, a number of specific conversation skills are introduced. These skills
include:

1. Greeting and Opening Remark
2. Opening Questions
3. Showing Interest
4. Follow-up Questions
5. Expressing a Compliment
6. Self-disclosure
7. Ending the Conversation

Participants may find it easier to team these skills by the number, i.e., a good conversation involves
seven components (1.7 above). During participant role play, the trainer and other group members can
count off the conversational components as one type of feedback to an individual participant.

The training methodology for these seven lessons follows the previously described procedure of
modeling, role play, feedback and evalLatiot,This strategy is consistent with many approaches to
social skills training.

Before beginning these lessons, the trainer should be aware of the two major components of
conversational skills training. TI e first component, the target behaviors, has been described in the
preceding fist of skills in Lessons III -IX. The style or manner in which these skills are delivered is also an
important facet of social skill training.

When speaking of style or manner of presentation, one is refening to several features of a behavioral
response. In some cases, these features pertain to forms of nonverbal communication such as
posture and eye contact. Aspects related to a verbal response itself are also important such as voice
volume and speed of speech. A list of critical dimensions (Figure 5) of verbal and of nonverbal
communication was developed from the work of several researchers (Doke, 1979; Eisler, Hersen &
Agras, 1973; Kelly, 1982; Monti. Corriveau & Curran, 1982; Pilkonis, 1977; Trower, 1980).



Throughout the next seven lessons, the trainer and co-trainer must model the appropriate style for
delivering the conversation target behaviors. In addition, partidpants must receive specific feedback
regarding needed improvements in their manner of presentation. Work on the style components
should be an integral part of every lesson and every role play session. The trainer and co-trainer must be
extremely active in demonstrating these style components, in correcting participants and in
reinforcing participants. For example, learning the skills of opening a conversation in simply a
mechanical or otherwise inappropriate manner does not constitute successful completion of Lesson
III.
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Figure 5

Style Components of
Effective Conversational Interaction

1. Posture easy, relaxed manner without rigidity or fidgeting.
2. Eye contact - focusing eyes on the face of the other person between forehead and chin, neither

too long(staring) nor too short (blinking) in duration.
3. Smiles, Gestures and Head Nods - expressiGns or actions that show agreementwith or interest

In what the other person is saying, appropriate In the context of the conversation.
4. Affect Level - emotional tone best described as warm, friendly, Interested and responsive.

Neither fiat nor inappropriately animated.
5. Inter-response Time - appropriate pauses between responses, neither long silences nor a

hurried delivery.
6. Latency similar to Inter-response time, refers specifically to the amount of time that elapses

between a stimulus and a response.
7. Duration - the period of time covered by a response, sufficient in length to advance the conversa-

tion without becoming so long as to dominate the conversation.
8. Voke Volume easily heard without becoming loud.
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Lesson III
Greeting and Opening Remark

Lesson III demonstrates appropriate greetings and opening remarks. Participants will be given a

rationale for the use of the skill as well as modeling and role-playing experiences in the use of the skill:

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson III training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Conversation cue card for Lesson III

Trainer Instructions
I . Start the Lesson III tape. Pause after the introduction is completed and give participants the con-

versation cue card. Discuss the greeting and opening remark cues.
2. Play the eight modeling vignettes with accompanying instructions. Stop the tape and discuss the

application of the conversation cues in the eight situations.
3. Beginning with the trainer and co-trainer, practice the greeting and opening remark. The trainers

must model the skills appropriately. Ask each participant to role play the greeting and opening
remark twice. The first role play is between the participant and the trainer or co-trainer. A direct

test vignette from the audiotape should be used to set the occasion for this role play. The second

role play is performed by two participants. The participants should select a scene for this role play

that is familiar to them. Before considering a role play completed, the trainers must see evidence
that participants have successfully demonstrated the skills involved. Ratings of direct test and
minimal generalization tests provide this type of evidence. Trainers must provide corrective feed-
back and reinforcement and use the group in the shaping process when possible. Each partici-

pant should have the opportunity to role play the greeting and opening remark.
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4. Start the tape and play the final two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments that participants
might have.

5. Answer any questions that participants have about Lesson Ill.
6. Ask participants to notice greetings and opening remarks in the converf dtion of other people.

Spend a few minutes in the beginning of the next session to discuss this homework assignment.
7. Administer DT/MG testing. Evaluate participant responses on the audiotape to determine

whether they have mastered the greeting.



Greeting and Opening Remark
Lesson III Transcript

Introduction
This is the third in our series of lessons on conversational skills. In this lesson we will focus on

greeting another person. The greeting will help you get someone's attention as well as express yourinterest in having a conversation with him or her. A pleasant greeting will make it easier foryoir to meet
new people and make new friends.

In this tape, you will hear several examples of people greeting one another. The greeting is the first
thing that each person says when meeting. It might include "Hello,", "Hi.", "How are you?", "How is itgoing?" or "What's happening?".

When greeting another person, be sure that the person is not busy or in the middle of doing some-
thing very important, As we discussed in Lesson I, choose the right time and place to greet someone.Look at the other person and choose a remark that fits the setting or the other person's comment.Let's review some important points about greeting another person;

1. Choose a greeting that fits the setting or the other person's remark, for example, "Goodmomirll", "Oh, hi! ", "How are you doing this morning?". If another person greets you by saying
"How are things going?", you could respond by saying "Pretty good, how are things with you?".2. Speak in a pleasant tone of voice that can be easily heard by the other person.

A greeting that is right for the time and setting spoken in a pleasant tone of voice will help you start aconversation. As you listen to some examples of greetings. keep these two points in mind:

1. Choose a greeting that fits the setting or the other person's remark.
2. Speak in a pleasant tone of voice that can be easily heard by the other person.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute and discuss conversation cue cards.)
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Here are some good examples of greetings and opening remarks:

Situation 1
Setting: You are at work, and it's break time. You have just finished working this morning on a new

assignment, building bicycle brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. Joe. How's it going?

Person 2: Oh, hi, John. Pretty good. How are things with you?

Person 1: Not bad, Can't complain. I guess.

PAUSE.

Situation 2
Setting: You are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before you go back to work. Your friend Tom sees you and says:

Person 1: Hey. Mark.

Person 2: Hello, Tom. How are you doing?

Person 1: Pretty good.

PAUSE

Situation 3
Setting: You are sitting on a bus that is going to take you to your parents' house for a visit. The bus

stops to pick up some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

Person ': Hi. my name is Ed.

Person 2' Hi, Ed. My name Is Jim.
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PAUSE

Situation 4
Setting: You are at a party For all the employees. A friend thatyou work with sits down next to youand says:

Person 1: Hey. how are you doing?
Person 2: Pretty good, how about yourself?
Person 1: Not bad.

PAUSE

Here are some more good examples of greeting another person. Each of these examples demon-strates the following important points about greeting another person:
I . Choose a greeting that fits the setting or the other person's remark.2. Use a pleasant tone ofyoke that can be easily heard by the other person.

When you use these steps in greeting another person, you will be able to start conversations moreeasily and others will be more likely to talk with you in the future. Please listen to these examples care-fully.

PAUSE

Situation 5
Setting: You are at the grocery store shopping for your dinner. Your supervisor from work Is alsothere shopping. She sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. What are you up to?
Person 2: Oh. hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.
Person 1: Yeah, me too.
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PAUSE

Situation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afternoon bus to take you home from work.

A girl about your age is standing next to you and says:

Person 1: Hi, my name is Mary.

Person 2: HI, Mary. My name is Sam. Nice to meet you.

Person 1: Nice to meet you, Sam.

PAUSE

Situation 7
Setting: You have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup of

coffee. A friend that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Person 1: Good morning, Bob.

Person 2: Good morning, Jill. How are you doing?

Person 1: Fine, thanks. How about yourself?

PAUSE

Situation 8
Setting: You are at a drive-in movie watching a double feature. You are standing in line at the snack

bar during the intermission. Your next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. Jack. How's it going?

Person 2: Hello. Larry. Pretty good. What's happening with you?

Person 1: Not much. Just we-hing the movie.
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PAUSE

You have just heard some good examples of how to greet someone before starting a conversation.
At this time, let's discuss the skills you have just heard demonstrated. Were you able to identify the
points about greeting another person?

PAUSE

(Trainer. Discuss points on cue card.)

Can you think of any situations in your own life in whichyou could use these steps in greeting another
person?

(Trainer: Stop the tape and discuss potential role-playing situations.)

Let's practice greeting another person using some situations from the training and some that you
have experienced in your own life.

(Trainer: Stop the tape and role play greetings and opening remarks. See Trainer Instruction *3.)

Here are two more good examples of greeting another person that demonstrate the following
steps:

I. Choose a greeting that fits the setting or the other person's remark.
2. Use a pleasant tone of voice that can be easily heard by the other person.

As you listen to the greetings. Identify the Important points printed on your cards as they are used in
the greetings.

PAUSE
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Situation 9
Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift

comes over to your table and says:

Person 1: Hil Mind if I sit down?
Person 2: Hil No. Go right ahead.

Person 1: My name is Fred.
Person 2: Nice to meet you Fred. My name Is Eric.

PAUSE

Situation 10
Setting: You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also

watching the game. He turns toward you and says:

Person 1: HI, my aame is Steve.
Person 2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?

Person 1: Not bad, how about yourself?



Lesson IV
Opening Questions

Knowing how to continue a conversation beyond the greeting stage is an important skill. In this
lesson, the opening question is presented as one effective means for cciarnuing a conversation.
Lesson IV provides examples of opening questions and opportunities to practice their use:

Materials Needed
Two tape recoalers
Lt son Vi tra' ,ng tape
Blank audio tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Conversation cue card for Lesson IV

7 rainer Instructions
1. Discuss briefly participant observations of other people's use of the greeting and opening remark

(Lesson III homework). Ask each person to re-enact one greeting-opening remark interaction
they observed.

2. Start the Lesson IV tape. Pause after the initial instructional input and distribute and discuss the
Lesson IV conversation cue card.

3. Play the eight modeling vignette3 and accompanying instructions.
4. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling v'rettes with special emphasis on the conversatiun

cues.
5. Beginning with the trainer and co-trainer, model the use of the greeting and opening question

approoriately (tareet 1.ehavlor and style of delivery). Ask each participant to role play the greeting
and opening question with the trainer or the co-trainer using a direct test vignette to set the
occasion. Next. have the participants role play both skills with each other allowing the participants
to generate a familiar situation as the context for the role play. Correct: reinforce. Use group feed-
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back whenever possible. Be sure each participant correctly demonstrates the greeting and
opening remark before completing a role play.

6. Start the tape and play the final two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments that participants
might have.

7. Answer any questions that participants have about Lesson N.
8. During the next week, ask participants to identify two opening questions used in the conversation

of others. They should write these questions down and bring them to the next training session.
9. Complete DT/MG testing.
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Opening Questions
Lesson IV Transcript

Introduction
This is the fourth in our series of lessons on conversational skills. In this lesson, we will talk about the

opening question. in this tape you will hear several conversations between two people in which one per-
son uses an opening question. An opening question helps the conversation continue because it
requests more information from the other person. It is best if this question cannot be answered with
either a "yes" or a "no" but instead requires the other person to go into some detail.

A good opening question lets the other person talk about something that he or she knows some-
thing about. This question should help you get to know the person better.

When asking a good opening question, be sure to follow these steps:

I . Pick a topic that the other person knows something about.
2. Ask a question that allows the other person to tell you more than just "yes" or "no".

Good opening questions include "What did you do this weekend?", "How did you like the movie last
night?". "What dl you think about our new supervisor?", "What kind of work are you doing now?",
"What do you think of our new bus?".

Opening questions invite the other person to tell you more. They are an important part of conversa-
tion skills. Keep in mind the importance of:

1. Asking a question about a topic that the person knows something about.
2. Asking a question that requires more than just a "yes" or "no" answer. For example, ask ques-

tions that begin with words like what, where and how.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute and discuss the Lesson IV conversation cue card.)
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Here are some good examples of opening questions that have been added to our conversations
from Lesson 3. Listen carefully for the opening questions.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask for partidpants to identify opening questions after each situation is presented.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are at work. and ft's break time. You have just finished working this morning on a new

assignment. building bicycles brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. Joe, How's it going?

Person 2: Oh. hi, John. Pretty good. How are things with you?
Person 1: Not bad. Can't complain. I guess.

Person 2: What do you think about those new bicycle brakes we are working on today?

Person 1: They were a lot harder to put together than I thought. It's going to take me a little
while before I get the hang of it.

PAUSE

Situation 2
Setting: You are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before you go back to work. Your friend Tom sees you and says:

Person 1: Hey, Mark.
Person 2: Hello, Tom. How are you doing?

Person 1: Pretty good.
Person 2: What did you do last night?

Person 1: I watched the movie. `What's up Doc?'.

-4M
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PAUSE

Situation 3

Setting: You are sitting on a bus that Is going to take you to your parent's house fora visit. The bus
stops to pick up some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

Person 1: Hil My name is Ed.

Person 2: Hi, Ed. My name is Jim. Where are you headed?

Person 1: I'm going to Little Rock to visit my parents.

PAUSE

Situation 4

Setting: You are at a party for all the employees. A friend that you work with sits down next to you
and says:

Person 1: Hey, how are you doing?

Person 2: Pretty good, how about yourself?

Person 1: Not bad.
Person 2: How's the party going?

Person 1: Looks like its going pretty well. At least they're playing good music this time.

PAUSE

Here are some more good examples of opening questions. Each of these examples demonstrates
the following important steps:

1. Pick a topic that the other person knows something about.
2. Ask a question that allows the other person to tell you more than just "yes" or "no."
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Opening questions wilt make conversations more interesting and enjoyable. You will learn more
about other people and they will feel good about you. Also, the conversation will last longer, and people
will be more likely to talk with you in the future. Please listen carefully to these examples.

Situation 5
Setting: Yot. are at the grocery store shopping for your dinner, Your supervisor from work is also

there shopping. She sees you and says:

Person 1: HI. What are you up to?

Person 2: Oh, hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.
Person 1: Yeah, me to.

Person 2: What are you going to get for dinner?

Person 1: Oh. I thought I'd get some hamburgers to cook out.

PAUSE

Situation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afternoon bus to take you home from work.

A girt about your age is standing next to you and says:

Person 1: Hi. My name is Mary.

Person 2: Hi, Mary. My name is Sam. Nice to meet you.
Person 1: Nice to meet you, Sam.

Person 2: Weil, Mary, where do you work?
Person 1: I work at the bakery across the street.

PAUSE
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Situation 7
Setting: You have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup of

coffee. A friend that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Person 1: Good morning, Bob.
Person 2: Good morning Jill. How are you doing?

Person 1: Fine, thanks, How about yourself?

Person 2: Pretty good. Well, what do you think we will be working on today?
Person 1: I think they said we would be stuffing envelopes all this week.

PAUSE

Situation 8
Setting: You're at a drive -ln movie watching a double feature. You're standing in line at the snack bar

during the intermission. Your next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Jack. How's It going?

Person 2: Hello, Lany. Pretty good. What's happening with you?

Person 1: Not much. Just watching the movie.
Person 2: What did you think of the first movie?

Person 1: 1 thought it was good. It war, pretty excitIng when the policewere c.hasing those
guys who robbed the bank.

PAUSE

You have just heard some examples of how to use opening questions to develop a conversation.
Were you able to identify the important steps in asking opening questions?
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PAUSE

(Trainer: Discuss)

Can you think of any situations in your own life in which you could have used opening questions to
get the conversation started?

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer. See Trainer Instruction *5.)

Here are two more good examples of opening questions that use the following steps:

I. Ask a question about a topic that the person knows something about.
2. Ask a question that requiies more than just a "yes" or "no" answer.

As you listen to the opening questions. identify the Important points printed on your cards as they are

used In the conversations.

PAUSE

Situation 9
Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift

comes over to your table and says:

Person 1: Hil Mind if I sit down?
Person 2: Hi! No. Go right ahead.
Person 1: My name Is Fred.
Person 2: Nice to meet you, Fred. My name is Eric.
Person 2: How do you like working on the day shift?
Person 1: Overall, I like it better than the night shift, but I still haven't gotten used to

getting up early.
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PAUSE

Situation 10
Setting: You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also

watching the game. He turns toward you and says:

Person 1: HI, my name is Steve.

Person 2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?

Person 1: Not bad, how about yourself?

Person 2: Pretty good. What do you think about the game?
Person 1: Well, it's pretty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.
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Lesson V
Showing Interest

Through the use of some simple verbal comments, individuals can become skilled at encouraging
the development of a conversation. In Lesson V, entitled "Showing Interest", these minimal encour-
agers are presented to partidpants. Modeling and role play exercises are Included:

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson V training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Blank audio tape
Coversatlon cue card for Lesson V

Trainer instructions
I. Discuss bricily the examples of opening questions collected by trainees (Lesson IV homework).
2. Start the Lesson V tape. Pause after the initial instructional input and distribute and discuss the

modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversational cues.
3. Play the modeling vignettes and accompanying instructions.
4. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation

cues.
5. Beginning with the trainer and co-trainer. model the greeting, opening question and showing

interest components. The trainers must initially model the use of the showing interest com-
ments in an appropriate manner. Ask each participant to role play all three skills with the trainer or
co-trainer using a direct test vignette. Next. ask each participant to role play the skills with
another individual using a familiar situation to set the occasion for the role plays. Correct:
reinforce. Use group feedback whenever possible. Make sure each participant coffer:ay demon-
strates all of the skills in both role plays.
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6. Start the tape and play the final two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments or questions
that participants might have about Lesson V.

7. Use DT/MG testine to assess skill acquisition and maintenance.
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Showing Interest
Lefton' V Transcript

Introduction
This Is the fifth In our series of conversational skill lessons. In this lesson we talk about the impor-

tance of showing interest In the other person. You can do a lot to encourage a conversation just by
letting the other person know that you are listening and Interested.

On this tape, you will hear some examples of how people can show Interest in what someone else is
!saying. One way to show Interest Is by brief comments that indicate that you are paying attention,
comments like "air, "Rally?", "Hmmm ? ", "Is that right?", "That's very interesting." Each of those
comments encourages the person to continue talking. Listen to the conversations on this tape and
see if you can pick out different ways that people can show interest In another person's conversation.

You can do many things to show interest In what the person Is saying, for example,

1. Look at the other person while he/she is spyiking.
2. Nod your head and smile.
3. Say words that show you are Interested In what the person Is saying, for example, "Oh?",

"Really?", "Hmmm?", "That's very Interesting."

Remember to use these ways of showing Interest. They will help to encourage the other person to tell
you more.

Don't forget these Important points about how to show Interest In the other person's comments:

1. Look at the other person while he/she is speaking.
2. Nod your head or smile.
3. Say words that show your interest, such as "Oh?", "Realty ? ", "Hmmm?", "That's very interest-

Ing.
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PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute and discuss the. Lesson V conversation cue card.) `---

Here are some good examples of showing interest in another person's remarks that have been
added to conversations from Lessons 3 and 4. Listen carefully for the words that show interest.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participants to identify showing interest statements after each situation is played.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are at work, and it's break time. You have just finished working this morning on a new

assignment, building bicycle bi akes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Joe. How's It going?

Person 2: Oh, hi, John. Pretty good. How are things with you?

Person 1: Not bad. Can't complain, I guess.

Person 2: What do you think about those new bicycle brakes we were working on today?

Person 1: They were a lot harder to put together than I thought. It's going to take me a little
while before I get the hang of it.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. They're tough to figure out.

Person 1: That's right.

PAUSE
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Situation 2
Setting: yr3u are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before youAjo back to work. Your friend Tom sees you and says:

Person 1: Frey, Mark.

Person 2: Hello, Tom. How are you doing?

Person 1: Pretty good.
Person 2: What did you do last night?

Person 1: I watched the movie, 'What's up Doc?'.

Person 2: Oh, is that right?
Person 1: Yeah, it was pretty good too.

PAUSE

Situation 3
Setting: You are sitting on a bus that is going to take you to your parents' house for a visit. The bus

stops to pick up some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

Person 1: Hi! My name is Ed.
Person 2: Hi, Ed. My name is Jim. Where are you headed?

Person 1: I'm going to Little Rock to visit my parents.
Person 2: Oh, really?
Person 1: Yeah, I always have a good time when I visit them.

PAUSE
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Situation 4
Setting: You are at a party for all the employees at work. A friend that you work with sits down next to

you and says:

Person 1: Hey, how are you doing?

Person 2: Pretty good, how about yourself?

Person 1: Not bad.
Person 2: How's the party going?

Person 1: Looks Ilke it's gong pretty well. At least they're playing good music this time.

Person 2: Yeah, that's right.

Person 1: I didn't like that punk music they played last time.

PAUSE

Here are some more good examples of showing interest in what another person is saying. In each of
these examples, the people on the tape do the following things:

1. They look at the other person while he/she is speaking.
2. They show interest in what is being said by nodding their head or smiling.
3. They say words that show they are interested in what the person is saying such as "Oh?",

"Really?", "Hmmm?", "That's very interesting."

When you use these steps to show interest in what a person is saying, you will be encouraging the
person to tell you more, and you v.111 have a more interesting and enjoyable conversation. Please listen
carefully to these examples.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participarts to identify the showing interest statements.)
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Situation 5
Setting: You

there shopping.

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

PAUSE

are at the grocery store shopping for your dinner. Your supervisor from work is also
She sees you and says:

Hi. What are you up to?

Oh, hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.

Yeah, me too.

What are you going to get for dinner?

Oh, I thought I'd get some hamburgers to cook out.

Oh, that sounds good.

Yeah, I like hamburgers.

I'm just having a TV dinner.

Hmmm. That doesn't sound too good.

Well, actually I like them.

Situation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afte, noon bus to take you home from work.

A girl about your age is standing next to you and says:

Person 1: Hi. My name is Mary.

Person 2: Hi. Mary. My name is Sam. Nice to meet you.

Person 1: Nice to meet you, Sam.

Person 2: Well, Mary, where do you work?
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Person 1: I work at the bakery across the street.

Person 2: Really? That sounds like a neat job.

Person 1: Yeah, I really like it.

PAUSE

Situation 7
Setting: You

coffee. A friend

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Per s,on 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

PAUSE

have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup of
that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Good morning, Bob.

Good morning, Jill. How are you doing?

Fine, thanks. How about your self?

Pretty good. Well what do you think we will be working on today?

think they said we would be stuffing envelopes all this week.

Is that right?

Yeah, that is what they said. But I'm not sure I like stuffing envelopes.

Oh?

I get kind of bored with it.
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Situation 8
Setting: You are at a drive-in movie watching a double feature. You are standing in line at the snack

bar during the intermission. Your next door neighbor is in the fine next to you. He sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. Jack. How's it going?
Person 2: Hello. Larry. Pretty good. What's happening with you?

Person 1: Not much. Just watching the movie.
Person 2: What did you think of the first movie?

Person 1: 1 thought it was good. it was pretty exciting when the police were chasing those

guys who robbed the bank.

Person 2: Really!
Person 1: Especially when they had to jump the draw bridge as it was oper.:ng up.

PAUSE

You have just heard some good examples of how to show interest in what another person is saying.

At this time, let's discuss the skills for showing interest that you have Just heard demonstrated. Were

you able to identify the words that indicated that the people on the tape were interested in what was

being said? Can you think of any situations in your own life in which you can use these steps to show

other people that you are interested in what they were saying?

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer: Discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation cues. Sec Trainer

instruction #4.)

Now let's practice showing interest ir. what someone is saying by using situations from the training

and from your own life.
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1 STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer: See Trainer Instruction *5.)

PAUSE

Remember the three important steps in showing that you are interested in what the other person is

saying:

I. Look at the other person while he/she is speaking.
2. Nod your head or smile.
3. Say words that show you are interested in what the person is saying such as "Oh?". "Really?".

"Hmmm?". "That's very interesting."

As you listen to two more good examples of how to show interest, think about the important steps
printed on your cards.

PAUSE

Situation 9
Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift

comes over to your table and says:

Person 1: Hi! Mind if I sit down?

Person 2: Hi! No. Go right ahead.

Person 1: My name is Fred.
Person 2: Nice to meet you Fred. My name is Eric. How do you like working on the day

shift?



Person 1: Overall, I like it better than the night shift, but I still haver;t gotten used to
getting up early.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. I don't like getting up early either.
Person 1: I guess I'll have to start going to bed earlier.

PAUSE

Situation 10
Setting: You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also

watching the game. He turns toward you and says:

Person 1: Hi, my name is Steve.

Person 2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?
Person 1: Not bad, how about yourself?

Person 2: Pretty good. What do you think about the game?

Person 1: Well, it's pretty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.
Person 2: Really?

Person 1: That's right. But I think the red team can come back and get some more runs.
They've got some good hitters.
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Lesson VI
Follow-up Questions

Follow-up questions also help to maintain a conversation. In Lesson VI, participants hear
examples of follow-up questions used to ask for more information from the other person.
Participants also have opportunities to practice the use of follow-up queLtions in role play
situations:

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson VI training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Blank audio tape
Conversation cue card for Lesson VI

Trainer Instructions
I. Start the Lesson VI 41pe. Pause after them initial instructional input and distribute and discuss the

Lesson VI conversation cue card.
2. Play the eight modeling vignettes and accorlpanying instructions.
3. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation cues

for Lesson VI.
4. Beginning with the trainer and co-trainer, practice the greeting, opening question, showing

interest and follow-up question. The trainers must model the use of all skills appropriately. Ask
each participant to role play all four skills with the trainer or co-trainer using a direct test vignette.
Then ask each participant to role play the skills with another individual using a situation familiar to
them to set the context for the conversation. Correct: reinforce. use group feedback whenever
possible. Make sure the participants correctly demonstrate all four skills in each role play.
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5. Start the tape and play the anal two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments the participants
might have.

6. Answer any questions that participants have about Lesson VI.
7. Complete the session by conducting the DT/MG testing.



Follow-Up Questions
Lesson VI Transcript

Introduction
In this sixth lesson, you will hear examples of questions that can be asked during a conversation.

These questions usually follow up on an opening question and ask for more information from the
speaker. You will find that this type of follow-up question helps to move the conversation along. A

follow-up question, then, Is a question about Information that has already been presented by the other

person.
There are a number of important points about follow-up questions. As you listen to this tape, ask

yourself whether the person asking the follow-up question has followed these points:

1. Ask for more Information about the same topic, for example. "What did you like best about the
movie?", "Is he easy to talk to?", "What do you like best about your job?", "Tell me what you did

last weekend."
2. Offer your opinions about the topic, for example, "Yes, the best part of the movie, to me, was...",

"I agree, he really does put you at ease.", "Your job really sounds like It keeps you busy."

Following up on something a person has already said is important in conversation skills. You can do

this by asking a question that keeps people talking about something they have an interest in or know

something about. Remember, in asking follow-up questions, follow these steps:

1. Ask for more information about the same topic.
2. Offer your opinions about the topic.

Examples of good follow-up questions might include statements like "What did you like best about the

movie?", "What is the hardest part of your new job?", 'Tell me what you did last weekend. ". "Is he easy

to work with?", 'What did you do while you were visiting?"
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PAUSE

Trainer. (Ask participants to Identify the follow-up question in each situation.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are at work, and it's break time. You have just finished working this morning on a new

assignment, building bicycle brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: HI, Joe. How's It going?

Person 2: Oh, hi, John. Pretty good. How are things with you?
Person 1: Not bad. Can't complain, I guess.

Person 2: What do you think about those new bicycle brakes we were working on today?
Person 1: They were a lot harder to put together than I thought. It's going to take me a little

while before I get the hang of it.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. They're tough to figure out.
Person 1: That's right.

Person 2: What do you think is the hardest part about putting them together?

Person 1: Well, for me, it's gettting the pads to fit evenly.
Person 2. Is that right? I have trouble with that too.
Person 1: Yeah, they're kind of tricky.

PAUSE



Situation 2
Setting: You are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before you go back to work. Your friend Tom secs you and says:

Person 1: Hey, Mark.

Person 2: Hello, Tom. How are you doing?

Person 1: Pretty good.

Person 2: What did you do last night?

Person 1: I watched the movie, "What's up Doc?".

Person 2: Oh, is that right?
Person 1: Yeah, it was pretty good too.
Person 2: What was the movie about',

Person 1: Well this guy and girl find some stolen diamonds and get chased by everybody.

Person 2: Really?

Person 1: Yeah, it was very funny. There was a lot of action.

Person 2: Who was In it?

Person 1: Barbra Streisand and nyan O'Neal.

Person 2: They're real good. Did they get caught by the people chasinn them?

Person 1: The police caught them so they gave the diamonds back. But they didn't get in
trouble. The real bad guys went to 01

PAUSE
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Situation 3
Setting: You

stops to pick u

Person 1:
Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:
Person 2:
Person 1:
Person 2:
Person 1:

are sitting on a bus that is going to take you to your parents' house fora visit. The bus
p some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

PAUSE

HI! My name Is Ed.

HI, Ed. My name is Jim. Where are you headed?

I'm going to Little Rock to visit my parents.

Oh, really'?

Yeah. I always have a good time when I visit them.

That's great. Well, Ed, did you grow up in Little Rock?

Yeah, I dyed there most of my life.
I grew up in a small town. How did you like living in the big city?

I liked It a lot. There was always plenty of stuff to do, like going to the movies,
skating and bowling.

Situation 4
Setting: You are at a party for all the employees. A friend that you work with sits down next to you

and says:

Person 1: Hey, how are you doing?
Person 2: Pretty good, how about yourself?

Person 1: Not bad.
Person 2: How's the party going?
Person 1: Looks like it's going pretty well. At least they're playing good music this time.



Person 2: Yeah, that's right.

Person 1: I didn't like that punk music they played last time.

Person 2: Neither did I. What kind of musk do you like?

Person 1: I like country and western like they're playing tonight.

PAUSE

Here are some more good examples of follow-up questions. Each of these examples demonstrates
the following invortant steps:

1. Asking for more Information about the same topic.
2. Presenting your opinions about the topic. When you ask follow-up questions using these steps.

your conversations wiliest longer. They will be more enjoyable because you will learn more about
the other person.

Please listen carefully to these examples of fallow -up questions.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participants to identify the follow-up question after each situation is played.)

Situation 5
Setting: You are at the grocery store shopping for your dinner. Your supervisor from work is also

there shopping. She sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. What are you up to?
Person 2: Oh, hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.
Person 1: Yeah, me too.

Person 2: What are you going to get for dinner?
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Person 1: Oh, I thought I'd get some hamburgers to cook out.

Person 2: Oh, that sounds good.
Person 1: Yeah, I Uke hamburgers.

Person 2: I'm Just havIgg a 1V dinner.

Person 1: Hmmm. That doesn't soun'i too good.
Person 2: Well, actually I like them. What's your favorite food to eat?

Person 1: I like steak and potatoes the best.

PAUSE

Situation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afternoon bus to take you homefrom work.

A girl about your age is standing next to you and says:

Person 1: HI. My name is Mary.
Person 2: HI, Mary. My name Is Sam. Nice to meet you.

Person 1: Nice to meet you, Sam.
Person 2: Well, Mary. where do you work?

Person 1: I work at the bakery across the street.

Person 2: Really? That sounds like a neat Job.

Person 1: Yeah. I really like It
Person 2: What do you do over there?

Person 1: I bake doughnuts and cookies.

PAUSE
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Situation 7
Setting: You have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup of

coffee. A friend that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Person 1: Gooil morning, Bob.

Person 2: Good morning, Jill. How are you doing?
Person 1: Fine, thanks. How about yourself?

Person 2: Pretty good. Well, what do you think we will be working on today?
Person 1: I think they said we would be stuffing envelopes all this week.
Person 2: Is that right?

Person 1: Yeah, that is what they said. But I'm not sure I like stuffing envelopes.
Person 2: Oh?
Person 1: I get kind of bored with it.

Person 2: Yeah, me too. How many envelopes can you stuff in an hour?
Person 1: About one hundred on a good day.

PAUSE

Situation 8
Setting: You're at a drive in movie watching a double feature. You're standing in line at the snack bar

during the intermission. Your next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Jack. How's it going?
Person 2: i' 11o, Larry. Pretty good. What's happening with you?
Person 1: Not much. Just watching the movie.

Person 2: What did you think of the first movie?
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Person 1: I thought It was good. It was pretty exciting when the police were chasing those
guys who robbed the bank.

Person 2: Really!
Person 1: Especially when they'ad to jump the draw bridge as It was opening up.

Person 2: That's right. What did ou think about the ending?
Person 1: Well, to tell you the truth, I was surprised when the leader of the gang got. killed.

PAUSE

You have just heard some good examples of how to ask follow-up questions to keep a conversation
going. AC this time. let's discuss the skills you have just heard demonstrated in /piling follow-up
questions. Were you able to Identify the important steps used in asking follow-up questions?

PAUSE

(Trainer: Discuss the modeling vignettes.)

Can you think Ofany other situations in your own life in which you could use follow-up questions to
help keep a conversation going?

Let's practice asking follow-up questions using some situations from the training and some
situations that you have experienced In your own life.

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer: Role play use of the follow-up questions. SO Trainer Instruction *4.)

-Jere are hvo more goad examples of asking follow-up questions that use the following steps:

1. Ask for more information about the same topk.
2. Offer your opinions about the topic.
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As you listen to the follow-up questions, identify the important points printed on your cards as they are
used in the conversations.

PAUSE

Situation 9
Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift

comes over to your table and says:

Person 1: Hi! Mind if I sit down?
Person 2: Mil No. Go right ahead.

Person 1: My name is Fred.

Person 2: Nice to meet you Fred. My name Is Eric. How do you like working on the day
shift?

Person 1: Overall, I like it better than the night shift, but I still haven't gotten used to
getting up early.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. I don't like getting up early either.

Person 1: ! guess I'll have to start going to bed earlier.

Person 2: Well, Fred, what job do they have you working on?

Person 1: I'm r _upholstering those old reclining chairs that came in the other day.

Person 2: That sounds like hard work. How long does it take to finish one chair?
Person 1: About 2'/2 hours.

Person 2: That's pretty fast. Did you do the recliner that was in the hall this morning?
Person 1: Yeah. I suc. (JO
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PAUSE

Situation 10
840.ting: You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next'.. .4011 Also

watching the game. He turns toward you and says:

Person 1: HI, my name Is Steve.:

Person 2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?
Person 1: Not bad, how about yourself?

Person 2: Pretty good. What do you think about the game?

Person 1: Well, it's pretty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.
Person 2: Really?

Person 1: That's right. But I think the red team can come back and get some more runs.
They've got some good hitters.

Person 2: Who are some of their best hitters?

Person 1: The first baseman and center fielder are ready good.

Person 2: That's right. I've seen them play before. Do you play on a team?
Person I: Yes, I play for Spiro's Pizza Paekor.



Lessop VII
Expressing a Compliment

Complimenting the other person In a conversation has two positive effects. First, the compliment
causes the other person to have a good feeling about the exchange. Second, the compliment indicates
that the listener is paying attention to what the person is saying. Expressing a compliment, therefore, is
a good conversation skill. in this lesson, participants are provided an opportunity to hear and practice
compliments Ii conversational situations:

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson VII training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Blank audio tape
Conversation cue card for Lesson Vii

Trainer Instructions
1. Start the Lesson VII tape. Pause after the initial instructional input and distribute and discuss the

Lesson 1/11 conversation cue cards.
2. Play the eight modeling vignettes and accompanying instructions.
3. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation

cues.
4. Beginning with the trainer and co-trainer, model the greeting, opening question, showing interest.

follow-up ..4 u es t ion and expressing a compliment. ThP trainers must model appropriate ways to
express a compliment in a conversation along with the previously taught skills. Ask each
participant to rnle play all five skills with the traineror co-trainer using a direct test vignette. Then,
ask each participant to role play the skills with another individualusing a situation familiar to them
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to set the context for the conversation. Correct; reinforce. Use group feedback whenever
possible. Make sure the participants correct y demonstrate all five skills in each role play.

5. Start the tape and play the Anal two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments that participants
have.

6. Answer any questions that participants have about Lew -n VA.
7. Ask participants to compliment someone during the cou se of a conversation in the upcoming

week and observe the effect of the compliment on the other person.
8. Determine mastery of the compliment and maintenance of all previous skills through DT/MG

assessments.
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Expressing a Compliment
Lesson Vii Transcript

Introduction
The title of this lesson is "Expressing a Compliment." On this tape you will hear examples of

compliments, that is, pleasant things Out one person can say to another. These compliments give 'he
other person a good feeling about you and indicate that you are paying attention to O.:. person.
Expressing a compliment, then, Is a good conversation skill.

A compliment is a positive statement about the other person. it may be directed at something the
person has said, has done. Is wearing...some aspect of the other person that you feel good about.
When you express a compliment, remember to follow these points:

I. Think of something positive you like about the person.
2. Pick Cie right time to express a compliment: for example, wait until the person finishes speaking.
3. Say the compliment In a pleasant tone of voice.

Compliments make other people feel that you care about them and that you are interested In them.
other people feel good about you, they are much more likely to want to continue to talk to you. So
remember to express compliments at appropriate times during the conversation. To express
compliments, keep these points in mind:

1. Think of something psitive you like about the person.
2. Pick the right time to express the compliment: for example, wait until the person finishes talking.
3. Say the compliment in a pleasant tone of voice,

PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute and discuss the conversation cue card.)
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Here are some examples of compliments that people might say to each other in different situations:

"You did good work today."
% au look very nice today."

"The dinner you prepared was delicious."
"Is that a new shirt? It looks good on you."
"You played a good game."

Again, using our conversations from earlier lessons. here are some more good examples of how to
express a compliment in a conversation. Listen carefully for the compliments and notice how it makes
the conversation more pleasant.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participants to identify the compliment in each vignette.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are at work, and it's break time. You have just finished workino this morning on a new

assignment, building bicycle brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Joe. How's it going?

Person 2: Oh, hi. John. Pretty good. How are things with you?

Person 1: Not bad. Can't complain, I guess.

Person 2: What do you think about those new bicycle brakes we were working or today?

Person 1: They were a lot harder to put together than I thought. It's going to take me a little
while before I get the hang of it.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. They're tough to figure cut.

Person 1: That's right.



Person 2: What do you think is the hardest part about putting them together?
Person 1: Well, for me, it's getting the pads to fit evenly.
Person 2: Is that light? I have trouble with that loo.

Person 1: Yeah, they're kind of tricky.

Person 2: You know, John, you've always been one of the best workers in the shop. I don't
think it will be long before you get the hang of putting those pads In.

Person 1: Gee, thanks. That's nice to hear.

Person 2: Yeah, you always do real good work.

Person 1: Thank you.

PAUSE

Situation 2
Setting: You are on your lunch break and have Just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before you go back to work. Your friend Tom sees you and says:

Person 1: Hey. Mark.

Person 2: Hello. Tom. How are you doing?

Person 1: Pretty good.

Person 2: What did you do last night?
Person 1: I watched the n ovie. "What's up Doc?".

Person 2: Oh. is that right?
Person 1: Yeah, it was pretty good too.

Person 2: What was the movie about?

Person 1: Well, this guy and girl find some stolen diamonds and get chased by everybody.
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Person 2: Really?

Person 1: Yeah. it was very funny, and there was a lot of action.

Person 2: Who was in it?

Person 1: Barbra Streisand and Ryan O'Neal.

Person 2: They're real good. Did they get caught by the people chasing them?

Person 1: The police caught them so they gave the diamonds back. But they didn't get in
trouble. The real bad guys went to jail.

Person 2: Well. that sounds like a real good movie. It was nice of you to tell me about it.

PAUSE

Situation 3
Setting: You

bus stops to pk

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

are sitting on a bus that is going to take you to your parents house for a visit. The
k up some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

Hil My name is Ed.

Hi. Ed. My name is Jim. Where are you headed?

I'm going to Little Rock to visit,rny parents.

Oh. really?

Yeah. I always have a good time when I visit them.

That's great. Well, Ed did you grow up in Little Rock?

Yeah. I lived there most of my life.

I grew up In a small town. How did you like living in the big city?

I liked it a lot. There was always plenty of stuff to do, like going to the movies.
skating. and bowling.
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Person 2: That sounds like fun. I bet y(du're good at skating and bowling.

Person 1: Thanks. I'm not too bad. I mainly like to do them just for the fun of it.

PAUSE

Situation 4
Setting: You are at a party for all the employees. A friend that you work with sits down next to you

and says:

Person 1: Hey. how are you doirig?

Person 2: Pretty good, how about yourself?

Person 1: Not bad.
Person 2: How's the party going?

Person 1: Looks like its going pretty well. At least they're playing good music this time.
Person 2: Yeah, that's right.

Person 1: I didn't like that pink music they piayed last time.

Person 2: Neither did I. Wnat kind of music do you like?
Person 1: I like country and western like they're playing tonight.

Person 2: Is that right? You know good music when you hear it.
Person 1: Thanks. So do you.

PAUSE
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Here are some more good examples of expressing a compliment. Each of these examples demon-
strates the following important steps:

1. Think of something positive you like about the person.
2. Pick the right time to express the compliment, e.g.. wait until the person finishes speaking.
3. Say the compliment In a pleasant tone of voice.

When you express compliments In this way, you make other people feel that you care about them and
make it more likely that they will want to continue to talk to you. Please listen carefully to these
examples of expressing compliments.

PAUSE

Situation 5
Setting: You are at the grocery store, shopping for your dinner. Your supervisor from work is also

She sees you and says;there shopping.

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Hi. What are you up to?

Oh, hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.

Yeah, me, too.

What are you going to get for dinner?

Oh. I thought I'd get some hamburgers to cook out.

Oh, that sounds good.
Yeah. I like hamburgers.

I'm just having a TV dinner.

Hmmm. That doesn't sound too good.

Well, actually ! like them. What's your favorite food to eat?



Person 1: I like steak and potatoes the best.

Person 2: Me too. Sounds like you have good taste. And I have heard you're a good cook.

Person 1: That's nice of you to say, but I'm not so sure about that.

PAUSE

Situation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afternoon bus to take you home from work.

A girl about your age is standing next to you and says:

Person 1: Hi, My name is Mary.

Person 2: Hi, Mary. My name is Sam. Nice to meet you.
Person 1: Nice to meet you, Sam.
Person 2: Well, Mary, where do you work?

Person 1: I work at the bakery across the street.

Person 2: Really? That sounds like a neat job.

Person 1: Yeah, I really like it.

Person 2: What do you do over there?
Person 1: I bake doughnuts and cookies.

Person 2: Is that right? Well, I've had some doughnuts from your shop, and they sure are
good.

Person 1: Thank you. I'm glad you liked them.

PAUSE
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Situation 7
Setting: You

coffee. A friend

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

PAUSE

Situation 8
Setting: You'

during the interm

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup of
that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Good morning, Bob.

Good morning, Jill, How are you Joing?

Fine, thanks. How about yourself?

Pretty good. Well, what e 11..1k we will be working on today?

I think they said we would be stuffing envelopes all this week.

Is that right"
Yeah, that s what they said. But I'm not sure I like stuffing envelopes.

Oh?

I get kind o. bored with it.

Yeah, me too. How many envelopes can you stuff in an hour?

About one hundred on a good day.

Wow! That's a lot. You sure are a good worker. Jill.

re at a drive -in movie watching a double feature. You're standing in line at the snack bar
fission. Your next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:

Hi. Jack. How's it going?

Hello. Larry. Pretty good. What's happening with ycu?

Not much. Just watching th?. movie.
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Person 2: What did you think of the first movie?

Person 1: I thought It was good. It was pretty exciting when the police were chasing those
guys who robbed the bank.

Person 2: Really!
Nol "ft

Person 1: Especially when they had to jump the draw bridge as It was opening up.

Person 2: That's right. What did you think about the ending?

Person 1. Well, to tell you the truth, I was snrprised when the leader of the gang got killed.

Person 2: So was I. Oh, by the way, you did an excellent job r.leaning those sinks today at
work.

Person 1: Gee, thanks, Jack. That's nice to hear.

PAUSE

You have just heard some good examples of how to express compliments. At this time let's discuss
the steps you have heard demonstrated. Were you able to identify the important steps used in expres-
sing a compliment?

PAUSE
S

(Trainer *cuss the modeling vignettes.)

Can you think of any situations in your own life in which you could have expressed a compliment to
someone else?

PAUSE

(Trainer: Discus possible role play situations.)
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Now let's practice expressing compliments in some of the situations from the training and from you
own experience.

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer: Role play the use of the compliment. See Trainer Instruction inter

Here are two more good examples of expressing compliments that use the following steps.

I Think of something positive you like about the person.
2. Pick the right time to express the compliment, for example, wait until the perin finishes

speaking.
3. Say the compliment in a pleasani tone of voice.

Ns you listen to the compliments beinc given, identify the important step: printed on the cyd as they
are used in the conversation.

PAUSE

'tuation 9
Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift

comes over to your table and says:

Person 1: Hil Mind if I sit down?
Person 2: Hil No. Go light ahead.

Person 1: My name is Fred.

Person 2: Nice to meet you. Fred. My name is Enc.
Person 2: How do you like working on the day shift?

Person 1: Overall, I like it better than the night shift, t,or I stilt haven't gotten used to
getting rip earty.
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Person 2:

Peron 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

PAUSE

Situation
Setting: Y

watching the

Pert 73n

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person
Person

Yeah, I know what you mean. I don't like getting up earty either.

I guess I'll have to start going to bed earlier.

We 11,f Fred, what job they have you working on?

I'm reupholstering those old reclining chairs that came in the other day.

That sounds like hard work. How long does it take to finish one chair?

About 21/2 hours.

That's pretty fast. Did you do the. recliner that was in the hall this morning?
Yeah. I sure did.

You aid a nice job, it looks brand new.

Thanks.

I0
ou are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also
game. He turns toward you and says:

1: Hi. my name is Steve.

2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?

1: Not bad, how about yourself?

2: Pretty good. What do you think about the game?

1: Well, it's pretty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.

2: Realty?

1: That's right. But I think the red team can corm back and get some more runs.
They've got some good hitters.
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Person 2: Who are some of their best hitters?

Person 1: The first baseman and center fielder are really good.

Person 2: That's right. I've seen them play before. Do you play on a team?

Person 1: Yes, I play . piro's Pizza Parlor.

Person 2: Is that right? They're a rea: good team. You must be a good player.

Person 1: Well, thanks. l',n okay I guess.
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Lesson VIII
Self-disclosure

Another skill useful ft r maintaining a conversation is self-disclosure. In self-disclosure, the individual
shares his/her opinions, feelings, interests or activities with the other person. This encourages the
other person to share similar information. It a?so helps the two Individuals Identify areas of common
interest.

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson VIII training tape
DT/MG audio testing tap,.
Blank aud4 tape
Conversatia$ cue card for Lesson VIII

Trainer instructions
I . Discuss the effects of a compliment, the homework assignment from last week.
2. 5taii. the Lesson Vitt tape. Pause after the initial instructional input and distribute and uss

the Lesson VIII cue.I.ard.
3. Play the eight modeling vignettes and accompanying instructions.
4. the tape and discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation

cues.
S. Beginning with the trainer and the co-trainer, model the previously taught skills greeting,

opening quest' )n, showing Interest, follow-up question and expressing a compliment. After the
compliment. model the new skill, selfdisclosure.

6. Ask each participant to role play all of the skills including the selfdisclosure with the trains.; or
o-trainer using a direct test vig.lette.



7. Ask each participant to role play the skills with another individual using a familiar situation as a
context for the conversation. Correct; reinforce. Use group feedback whenever poSsible. Make
sure the participants correctly demonstate all of the skills in each role play.

8. Start the tape and play the final two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments that participants
might have.

9. Answer any questions about Lesson VIII.
10. Conduct the DT/MG assessments.
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Self-disclosure
Lesson VIII Transcript

Introduction
In this lesson you will hear people providing Information about themselves to others. Statements

that tell more about how we think,or feel are called self-disclosures. Self-disclosures include
statements about your opinions, past experiences, feelings or current interests and activities. When
you express your thoughts about a topic, others will get to know you better and they will be more likely
to tell you information about themselves. Also self-disclosures help people find common interests
which helps the conversation develop even further.

Here are some Important points to remember when expressing information about yourself:

I. Listen carefully to what the other person is saying.
2. Select a statement about your opinions, feelings, interests or experiences that fits the topic of

conversation or the other person's remark.
3. Ask for the other person's reaction to what you have said.

When you tell someone more about yourself, you make conver ,tions more interesting. Self-dis.
closures will help you and the other person get to know each other better.

Remember, follow these points when expressing information about yourself:

1. Listen carefully to what th other person is saying.
2. Express statements about your opinions, feelings. interests or experiences that fit the topic of

converiatiOn-or the other person's remark.
3 ,sk for the other person's reaction to what you have said.

PAUSE

Strainer: Distribute and discuss the Lessson V111 conversation cue card.)
t
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Here are some good examples of people expressing information about themselves that have been

added to our conversations from Lesson 7. Listen carefully for the selfdisclosures.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participants to identify the selfdisclosures in each vignette.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are .at work. and it's break tirtie. You have just finished working this morning on a new

assignment, building bicycle brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. Joe. How's it going?
Person 2: Oh, hi. John. Pretty good. How are things with you?

Person 1: Not bad. Can't complain, I guess.

Person 2: What do you think about those new bicycle brakes we were working on t'

Person 1: They were a lot harder to put together than I thought. It's going to take me ile

while before I get the hang of it.

Person 2: Yeah. I know what you mean. They're tough to figure out.

Person 1: That's right.
Person 2: What do you think is the hardest part about putting them together?

Person 1: Weil. for me. it's getting the pads to fit evenly

Person 2: Is that right? I have trouble with that too.

Person 1: Yeah, they're kind of tricky.

Person 2: You know, John, you've always been one of the best workers in the shop. I don't

think it will be long before you get the hang of putting those pads in.

Person 1: Gee. thanks. That's nice to hear.
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Person 2: Yeah, you always do real good work.

Person 1: Thank you.
Person 2: I don't think we were trained well enough before we started this job. What do you

think?

Person 1: Oh, I don't know. It seems like it took practice more than anything else.

PAUSE

Situation 2
Setting: You are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before going to work. Your friend Torn sees you and says:

Person 1: Hey, Mark.

Person 2: Hello, Tom. How are you doing:
Person 1: Pretty good.

Person 2: What did you do last night?
Person 1: I watched the movie. "What's up Doc r.
Person 2: Oh, is that right?

Person 1: Yeah, it was pretty good too.

Person 2: What was the movie about?

Person 1: Well, this guy and girl find s. ime stolen diamonds and get chased by everybody.
Person 2: Realty?

Person 1: Yeah, it was very funny. and there was a lot of action.
Person 2: Who was in it?
Person 1: Rai hr a Streisand and R' an'. )'Neal.
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Person 2: They're real good. Did they get caught by the people chasing them?

Person 1: The police caught them so they gave the diamonds back. But they didn't get in
trouble. The real bad guys went to jail.

Person 2: Well, that sounds like a real good movie. It was nice of you to tell me about it.
The only problem with movies on TV is allof the commercials. Does that bother

you any?

Person 1: It sore does. But at least it gives you time to raid the refrigerator.

PAUSE

Situation 3
Setting: You are sitting on a bus that is going to take you to your parents' house for a visit. The bus

stops to pick up some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

Person 1: Hit My name is Ed.
Person 2: Hi, Ed. M name is Jim. Where are you headed?

Person 1: I'm going to Little Rock to visit my parents.

Person 2: Oh. realty?
Person 1: Yeah. I always have a good time when I visit them.

Person 2: That's great. Well. Ed. did ' ou grow up in Little Rock?

Person 1: Yeah. I lived there most of my life.

Person 2: I grew up in a small town. How did you like livog in the big city?

Person 1: I liked it a lot. There was always plenty of stuff to do. like going to the movies.

skating, and bowling.
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Person 2: That sounds Iike fun. I bet you're good at skating and bowling.

Person 1: Thanks. I'm not too bad. I mainly do them just for the fun of it.
Person 2: I get mad when I go someplace and don't get in because of the crowds. Has that

happened to you?

Person 1: Yeah, I tried to see "The Empire Strikes Back" last Friday. No way was I going to
get a ticket for that.

PAUSE

Situation 4
Setting: You

and says:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

are at a party for all the employees. A friend that you work with sits down next to you

Hey, how are you doing?

Pretty good, how about yourself?

Not bad.

How's the party going?

Looks like its going pretty well. At least they're playing good music this time.
Yeah. that's right.

I didn't like that punk music they played last time.

Neither did V.Ilat kind of music do you like?
I like country and western like they're playing tonight.

Is that right? You know good music when you hear it.
Thanks. So do yot'.
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Person 2: I just bought that new Kenny Rogers' album. He's my favorite. Who is your
favorite singer?

Person 1: I guess I like Willie Nelson best of all.

PAUSE

Here are some more good examples of self-disclosures. Each of these examples demonstrates the
following important steps:

1. Listen carefully to what the other person is saying.
2. Express statements about your opinions, feelings, interests or experiences that tit the topic of

conversation or the other person's remark.
3. Ask for the other person's reaction to what you have said.

When you tell about yourself, you encourage the other person to do the same. You also state an interest
or opinion that the person may also share. Please listen carefully to these examples of self-disclosures.

Situation 5
Setting: You are at the grocery store, shopping for your dinner. Your supervisor from work is also

there shopping. She sees you and says:

Person 1: HI. What are you up to?

Person 2: Oh, hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.
Persoi r 1: Yeah, me too.

Person, 2: What are you going to get for dinner?

Person 1: Oh, I thought I'd get some hamburgers to cook out.
Person 2: Oh. that sounds good.
Person 1: Yeah. I like hamburgers.
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Person 2: I'm just having a TV dinner.

Person 1: Hmmm. That doesn't sound too good.
Person 2: Well, act ially I like them. What's your favorite food to eat?

Person 1: I like steak and potatoes the best.

Person 2: Me too. Sounds like you have good taste. And I have heard you're a good cook.

Person 1: That's nice of you to say, but I'm not so sure about that.

Person 2: Until we get some better restaurants in town. I would just as soon cock at home.
What do you think?

Person 1: You said itl Besides that. I can't afford to go out very often.

PAUSE

Stuation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus s, op waiting for the afternoon bus to take you home from work.

A girl about your age Is standing next io you and says:

Person 1: Hi. My name is Mary.

Person 2: Hi. Mary. My name is Sam. Nice to meet you.

Person 1: Nice to meet you. Sam.

Person 2: Well. Mary where do you work?

Person 1: I work at the bakery across the street.

Person 2: Really? That sounds like a neat job.

Person 1: Yeah. I really like it.

Person 2: What do you do over there?

Person 1: I bake doughnuts and cookies.
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Person 2: Is that right? Well. I've had some doughnuts from your shop, and they sure are
good.

Person 1: ThAnk you. I'm glad you liked them.

Person 2: I sh your bakery would r ut in a coffee bar. Then I could have my breakfast
t ere. Any chance of that?

Person 1: hat's a pretty good idea. I'll tell the boss about it.

PAUSE

Situation 7
Setting: You

coffee. A friend

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person h :

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:
Person 2:

c'erson 1:

Person 2:

have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup of
that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Good morning, Bob.

Good morning, Jill. How are you doing?

Fine, thanks. How about yourself?

Prety good. Well, what do you think we will be working on today?
I think they said we would be stuffing envelcpes all this week.
Is that right?

Yeah, that is what they said. But I'm not sure I like stuffing envelopes.
Oh?

I get kind of bored with it.

Yeah, me too. How many envelopes can you stuff in an hour?
About one hundred on a good day.

%Vow! That's a lot. You sure are a good worker, Jill.
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Person 2: I liked repairing the fishing rods best. Each one presented a little different
problem. How did you like that job?

Person 1: Not too well. I kept breaking the thread that we used to wrap the joints.

PAUSE

Situation 8
Setting: You're at a drive-in movie watching a double feature. You're standing in line at the snack bar

during the intermission. Your next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Jack How's it going?

Person 2: Hello, Larry. Pretty good. What's happening with you?
Person 1: Not much. Just watching the movie.
Person 2: What did you think of the first movie?
Person 1: I thought it was good. It was pretty exciting when the police were chasing those

guys who robbed the bank.

Person 2: Realty!

Person 1: Especially when they had to jump the draw bridge as it was opening up.

Person 2: That's right. What did you think about the ending?

Person 1: Well, to tell the truth, I was surprised when the leader of the gang got killed.

Person 2: So was I. Oh, by the way, you did an excellent job cleaning those sinks today at
wo. k.

Perscn 1: Gce. thanks. Jack. That's nice to hear.

Person 2: You gave me some extra time to put brakes together. I earned enough money to
affora the movie. It sure costs a lot of money to go to the movie, doesn't it?

Person 1: Three dollars was okay, I guess. But when they went up to $4.50, they priced
me right out of the market.
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PAUSE

You have just heard some good examples of how to express self-disclosure3. At this time let's
disci iss the steps you have heard demonstrated. Were you able to identify the important steps used in

providing a self-disclosure?

PAUSE

(Trainer: Discuss the modeling vignettes.)

Can you think of any situations in your own life in which you could have 1:xpressed a self-disclosure to
someone else?

PAUSE

(Trainer: Discuss possible role play situations.)

Now let's practice expresing in some of the situations from the training and from
your own life.

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer: Role play the use of self-disclosure.)

Here are two more good examples of expressing self-disclosures that use the followin steps:

1. Listen carefully to what the other person Is saying.
3. Express statements about your opinions, feelings, interests or experiences that fit t topic of

conversation or the other person's remark.
3. Ask for the other person's reaction to what you have said.

As you listen to the self-disclosures given, identify the important steps printed on the card as they are

used in the conversation.
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Situation 9

Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift
comes over to your table and says:

Person 1: Hi! Mind if 1 sit down?

Person 2: HI! No. Go right ahead.'
Person 1; My name is Fred.

Person 2: Nice to meet you Fred. My name is Eric. How do you like working on the day
shift?

Person 1: Overall, I like it better than the night shift, but 1 still haven't gotten used to
getting up early.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. I don't like getting up early either.

Person 1: 1 guess I'll have to start going to bed earlier.

Person 2: Well, Fred, what job do they have you working on?

Person 1: I'm reupholstering those old reclining chairs that came in the other day.

Person 2: That sounds like hard work. How long does It take to finish one chair?
Person 1: About 21/2 hours.

Person 2: That's pretty fast. Did you do the recliner that was in the all this morning?

Person 1: Yeah, I sure did.

Person 2: You did a nice job; it looks brand new.

Person 1: Thanks.

Person 2: You know I just bought a new Lean-Too recliner. I think they are the best on the
market. What do you think?
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Person
Person

PAUSE

Situation
Setting: Y

watching the

Person
Person

Person

Person

Person
Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person
Person

Person

Person

Person

1: Yeah. they're good. But Crawford makes a good recliner too.

2: Yes, but they're awfully expensive.

10
ou are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also
game. He turns toward you and says:

1: Hi, my name is Steve.

2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?

1: Not bad, how about yourself?

2: Pettyi good. What do you think about the game?

1: Well, it's pretty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.
2: Really?

1: That's right. But I think the red team can come back and get some more runs.
They've got some good hitters.

2: Who are some of their best hitters?

1: The first baseman and center fielder are really good.

2: That's tight. I've seen them play before. Do you play on a team?

1: Yes, ! play for Spiro's Pizza Parlor.

2: Is that right? They're a real good team. You must be a good player.

1: Well, thanks. I'm okay I guess.

2: I play for Bob's Texaco. You can't miss us: we have uniforms that make us look
like zebras. Have you seen our uniforms?

1: Yes, but I think the stripes look classy. At least you have new uniforms.
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Lesson IX
Ending the Conversation

The proper end to a conversation should be consistent with the content, setting and time of the
conversation. Endings may represent a restatement of something already said in the conversation, a
follow-up regarding any decisions made during the conversation, or a compliment to the other person
which leaves the other person with a positive feeling. The proper ending is an important conversational
skill.

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson IX training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Blank audio tape
Conversation cue card for Lesson IX

Trainer instructions
1. Start the Lesson IX tape. Pause after the initial instructional input and distribute and discuss the

Lesson IX conversation cue card.
2. Play the eight modeling vignettes and accompanying instructions.
3. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation

cues.
4. Beginning with the trainer and the co-trainer, model the greeting, opening question, showing

interest, follow-up question, expressing a compliment, self-disclosure and appropriate ending of a
conversation. Be sure to model the use of different types of conversation enders, such as
summarizations, restatement of commitments or plans, and expression of a compliment. Ask
each participant to role play all of the skills with the trainer or co-trainer using a direct test vignette.
Next. ask each participant to role play the skills with another individual using a situation familiar to
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them to set the context for the conversation. Correct: reinforce. Use group feedback whenever
possible. Make sure the participants correctly demonstrate all of the skills in each role play.

5. Start the tape and play the final two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments that participants

might have.
6. Answer any questions that participants have about Lesson
7. Ask participants to practice the use of all seven of the conversation skills with a family member or

close friend. Discuss their experiences at the beginning of the next session.
8. Determine the individual's ability to use all of the conversation skills by evaluating his/her

responses to the DT/MG testing situations.



Ending the Conversation
Lesson IX Transcript

Introduction
The title of this session is "Ending the Conversation." On this tape, you will hear examples of people

wrapping up or ending a conversation. Ending a conversation requires an appropriate statement on
your part to let people know that you have enjoyed talking with them and that you have paid attention to
them throughout the conversation. Examples of appropriate endings include:

a. Restating main points, "Well, I'm glad it worked out foryou to take the bus to work this morning.
I think you're right that taking the bus saves money."

b. Following-up on a commitment, "Okay, I will plan to see you at eight o'clock tonight and we'll
go to the movie."

c. Expressing a compliment, "I have really enjoyed talking with you. You have had some really
interesting experiences."

The right ending to a conversation gives both of you a good feeling about the conversation. You feel
that you understand each other and that you both know what steps need to be taken to follow up on the
conversation at a later date, In ending a conversation, remember to follow certain points:

1. Look the person in the eye.
Choose an ending that is appropriate to the conversation setting and time.

3. Decide among a number of different types of conversation enders that you might use such as a
summarization, "Well, I'm glad that you finally found a good mechanic who can fix your car.";
responding to commitments, "That sounds good; let's plan to go to the lake Saturday
morning."; and compliment, "Good luck with your plan; I think you really have a good idea."

4. Close the conversation with an appropriate closing statement such as "I'll be seeing you." "I
enjoyed talking with you." "Hope to see you again soon.", "So long.", "Goodbye."
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The right ending to a conversation gives both you and the other person a good feeling about the
conversation. It allows you to come to a conclusion about any plans that the two of you have made. It

gives you an opportunity to review or go over the main points of the conversation and even, if
appropriate, to express a final compliment to the person. Remember, in ending the conversation to:

1. Look the other person in the eye.
2. Choose an ending that is appropriate to the conversation setting and time.
3. Decide among a number of different types of conversation enders that you might use such as a

summarization, "Well, I'm glad that you were able to finish your work on time.": responding to
commitments, "That sounds; good, I'll meet you here at eight o'clock tonight." and compliment,
"Good luck on your new job: I think you'll do very well."

4. End with an appropriate closing statement such as "Goodbye" or "So long."

PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute and discuss the conversation cue card.)

Here are some good examples of proper endings added to the conversations you heard in the earlier

lessons. Listen carefully for the conversation enders.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participants to identify the conversation enders.)

Situation 1
Setting: You are at work, and it's break time. You have just finished working this morning on a new

assignment, building bicycle brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. Joe. How's it going?
Person 2: Oh, hi, John. Pretty good. How are things with you?
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Person 1: Not bad. Can't complain, I gbess.

Person 2: What do you think about those new bicycle brakes we were working on today?
Person 1: They were a lot harder to put together than I thought. It's going to take me a little

while before I get the the hang of it.
Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. They're tough to figure out.
Person 1: That's right.
Person 2: What do you think is the hardest part about putting themrtogether?
Person 1: Well. for me, It's getting the pads to fit evenly.
Person 2: is that right? I have trouble with that too.
Person 1: Yeah. they're kind of tricky.

Person 2: You know, John, you've always been one of the best workers in the shop. I don't
think it will be long before you get the hang of putting those pads in.

Person 1: Gee, thanks. That's nice to hear.

Person 2: Yeah, you always do real good work.
Person 1: Thank you.

Person 2: I don't think we were trained well enough before we started this job. Wnat do you
think?

Person 1: Oh, I don't know. It seems like it took practice more than anything else.
Person 2: Yeah, maybe so. Well, it's time to get back at those bike brakes. Well, talk to

you later.

Person 1: Okay. I'll see you later.

i'AUSE
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Situation 2
Setting: You

before you go b

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:
Pers 3n 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:
Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person

are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

ack to work. Your friend Tom sees you and says:

Hey, Mark.

Hello, Tom. How are you doing?

Pretty good.

What did you do last night?

I watched the movie, "What's up Doc?".

Oh, is that right?
Yeah, it was pretty good too.

What was the movie about?

Well, this guy and girl find some stolen diamonds and get chased by everybody.

Really?

Yeah, it was very funny, arid there was a lot of action.

Who was in it?
Barbra Streisand and Ryan O'Neal.

They're real good. Did they get caught by the people chasing them?

The police caught them so they gave the diamonds back. But they didn't get in

trouble. The real bad guys went to jail.

Well, that sounds like a real good movie. it was nice of you to tell me about it.

The only problem with movies on TV is all of the commercials. Does that bother

you any?

1: It sure does. But at least it gives you time to raid the refrigerator.
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Person 2: 1 have to go. I enjoyed talking with you.
Person 1: Okay, I'll catch you later.

PAUSE

Situation 3
Setting: You

stops to pick u

Person 1:
Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

Person 2:

Person 1:

are sitting on a bus that is going to take you to your parents' house for a visit. The bus
p some more passengers and a guy about your age sits down next to you and says:

1111 My name Is Ed.

HI, Ed. My name is Jim. Where are you headed?
I'm going to Little Rock to visit my parents.
Oh, really?

Yeah, I always have a good time when I visit them.
That's great. Well, Ed, did you grow up in Little Rock?
Yeah. I lived there most of my life.
I grew up in a small town. How did you like living in the big city?
I liked it a lot. There was always plenty of stuff to do, like going to the movies,
skating and bowling.

That sounds like fun. I bet you're good at skati.ig and bowling.
Thanks. I'm not too bad. I mainly do them just for the fun of it.
I get mad when I go someplace and don't get In because of the crowds. Has that
happened to you?

Yeah, I tried to see "The Empire Strikes Back" last Friday. No way was I going to
get a ticket for that.
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Person 2: Well, it looks like we're comin- to my stop. It was nice talking to you.

Person 1: It was good talking to you. Take it easy.

PAUSE

Situation 4
Setting: You

and says:

Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:
Person 2:
Perm z 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:

Person 2:
Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

are at a party for all the employees. A friend that you work with sits down next to you

Hey, how are you doing?

Pretty good, how about yourself?

Not bad.
How's the party going?
Looks like its going pretty well. At lea "ley're playing good music this time.

Yeah, that's right.

I didn't like that punk music they plalai last time.

Neither did I. What kind of music do you like?

I like country and western like they're playing tonight.

Is that right? You know good music when you hear it.

Thanks. So do you.

I Just bought that new Kenny Rogers' album. He's my favorite. Who is your

favorite singer?

I guess I like Willie Nelson best of all.

Well, I am glad you are enjoying the party. I'll talk with you a little late,..

Okay, I'll see you later.



PAUSE

Here are some more examples of ending a conversation. These examples demonstrate the followingimportant points:

1. Look the other person in the eye.
2. Choose an ending that is appropriate to the conversation setting and time.
3. Use one or more of several different types of conversation enderssummarize the conversation,review commitments or plans, or express a compliment.
4. Select and express the appropriate ending statement.
5. Close with an appropriate closing statement such as "Goodbye" or "So long."

When you end a conversation in this way, you give both yourself and the other person a good feeling
about the conversation. You feel thatyou understand each other and that you know what steps need tobe taken to follow up on the conversation at a later date. Please listen carefully to these examples of
ending a conversation.

PAUSE

(Trainer: Ask participants to identify the appropriate conversation enders.)

Situation 5
Setting: You are at the grocery store, shopping for your dinner. Your supervisor from work is also

there shopping. She sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi. What are you up to?
Person 2: Oh. hi. I'm shopping for my dinner.
Person 1: Yeah, me too.

Person 2: What are you going to get for dinner?
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Person 1: Oh, I thought I'd get some hamburgers to cook out.

Person 2: Oh, that sounds good.

Person 2: Yeah, like hamburgers.

Person 2: I am Just having a TV dinner.

Person 1: 1mmm. That doesn't sound too good.

Person 2: Well, actually I like them. What's your favorite food to eat?

Person 1: I like steak and potatoes the best.

Pson 2: Me too. Sounds like you have good taste. And I have heard you're a good cook.

Person 1: That's nice of you to say, but I'm not so sure about that.

Person 2: Until we get some better restaurants In town, I would just as soon cook at home.

What do you think?

Person 1: You said it! Besides that, I can't afford to go out very often.

Person 2: Well, I'd better run now and get my dinner in the oven. It was nice talking to you.

Person 1: Okay, it was good talking to you. I'll see you tomorrow.

Person 2: Alright! Bye!

PAUSE

Situation 6
Setting: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afternoon bus to take you home from work.

A girl about your age is standing next to you and says:

Person 1: Hi. My name is Mary.

Person 2: Hi, Mary. My name is Sam. Nice to meet you.

Person 1: Nice to meet you. Sam.
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Person 2: Well, Mary where do you work?
Person 1: I work at the bakery across the street.
Person 2: Really? That sounds like a neat job.
Person 1: Yeah, I really like it.

Person 2: What do you do over there?
Person 1: I bake doughnuts and cookies.
Person 2: Is that right? Well, I've had some doughnuts from your shop, and ti.ey sure are

good.

Perspn 1: Thank you. I'm glad you liked them.
Person 2: 1 wish your bakery would put in a coffee oar. Then I could have my breakfast

there. Any chance of that?
Person 1: That's a pretty good idea. I'll tell the boss about it.
Person 2: Well, here comes my bus. It was real nice talking to you, Mary. hope to see youagain some time.

Person 1: It was nice talking to you. Stop by the bakery some time.

PAUSE

Situation 7
setting: You have arrived forwork a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a cup ofcoffee. A friend that you work with walks in the lounge and says:

Person 1: Good morning, Bob.

Person 2: Good morning. Jill. How are you doing?
Person 1: Fine, thanks. How about yourself?
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Person 2: Pretty good. Well. what do you think we will be working on today?

Person 1: I think they said we would be stuffing envelopes all this week.

Person 2: Is that right?

Person 1: Yeah, that is what they.ald. But I'm not sure I like stuffing envelopes.

Person 2: Oh?
Person 1: I get kind of bored with it.

Per. Jn 2: Yeah, me too. How many envelopes can you stuff in an hour?

Person 1: About one hundred on a good day.

Person 2: Wow! That's a lot. You sure are a good worker, Jill. I liked repairing the fishing

rods best. Each one presented a little different problem. How did you like that

job?

Person 1: Not too well. I kept breaking the thread that we used to wrap the joints.

Person 2: Well, it looks like the others are starting to get here. Guess it's time to get

started. It was nice talking to yeu.

Person 1: It was nice talking to you. I'll see you at break time.

PAUSE

Situation 8
Setting: You're at a drive-in movie watching a double feature. You're standing in line at the snack bar

during the intermission. Your next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Jack. How's it going?

Person 2: Hello, Lany. Pretty good. What's hap vning with you?

Person lot much. Just watching the movie.
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Person 2: What did you think of the first movie?
Person 1: 1 thought it was good. it was pretty exciting when the police were chasing those

guys who robbed the bank.

Person 2: Really?

Person 1: Especially when they had to jump the draw bridge as it was opening up.

Person 2: That's fight. What did you think about the ending?
Person 1: Well, to tell the truth. I was surprised when the leader of the gang got killed.

Person 2: So was 1. Oh, by the way. you did an excellent job cleaning those sinks today at
work.

Person 1: Gee, thanks, Jack. That's nice to hear.

Person 2: You gave me some extra time to put brakes together. I earned enough money to
afford the movie. It sure costs a lot of money to go to the movie, doesn't it?

Person 1: Three dollars was okay, I guess. But when they went up to $4.50, they priced
me right out of the market.

Person 2: Yeah. Well, it was good talking to you. I hope this movie Is as good as the first.

Person 1: So do 1. It was nice talking to you. I'll sec you at work on Monday.

PAUSE

You have just heard some examples of how to end a conversation. At this time let's discuss the skills
that you have just heard demonstrated. Were you able to identify the Important points used in ending a
conversation?

PAUSE

(Trainer. Discuss the modeling vignettes.) Can you think of any situations in your own life in which you
could more effectively use these skills to end a conversation?
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PAUSE

(Trainer: Identify possible role play situations.) Now let's practice ending a conversation using the
situations that you have heard on the tape and that you have experienced in your own life.

PAUSE

STOP 1HE TAPE

(Trainer: Role play proper endings for conversations. See frainer Instruction #4.)

Here are two more good examples of ending a conversation that demonstrate the following
important points:

I. Look the other person in the eye.
2. Choose an ending that is appropriate to the conversation setting and time.
3. Use one or more of several different types of conversation enderssummarize the conversation.

review commitments or plans, or express a compliment.
4. Select and express the appropriate ending statement.
5. Close with an appropriate closing statement such as "Goodbye" or So long."

a

As you listen to the examples of ending a conversation, identify as many of the important points that
are printed on the card as you can.

PAUSE

Situation 9
Setting: You are eating lunch in the cafeteria. An employee who just began working on your shift

comes over to your table and says:

Person 1; Hi! Mind if I sit down?
Person 2: Hi! No. Go right ahead.
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Person 1: My name is Fred.

Person 2: Nice to meet you, Fred. My name is Eric. How do you like working on the day
shift?

Person 1: Overall, I like it better th-{1 the night shift, but I still haven't gotten used to
getting up early.

Person 2: Yeah, I know what you mean. I don't like getting up early either.
Person 1: I guess I'll have to start going to bed earlier.

Person 2: Well, Fred, what job do they have you working on?

Person 1: I'm reupholstering those old reclining chairs that came in the other day.

Person 2: That sounds like hard work. How long does it take to finish one chair?

Person 1: About 21/2 hours.

Person 2: That's pretty fast. Did you do the recliner that was in the hall this morning?

Person 1: Yeah, I sure did.

Person 2: You did a nice job, it looks brand new.

Person 1: Thanks.
Person 2: You know I just bought a new LeanToo recliner. I think they are the best on the

market. What do you think?

Person 1: Yeah, they're good. But Crawford makes a good recliner too.

Person 2: Yes, but they're awfully expensive.

Person 1: Well, my lunch period is almost up. I'd better get back to work. I enjoyed talking
with you.

Person 2: I enjoyed talking with you, and I'll see you later.

PAUSE
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1ID
Situation

Setting:
watching the

Person

Person

Person
Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

Person

10
You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing next to you also

game.. He turns toward you and says:

1: HI, my name is Steve.
2: Howdy, Steve. My name is Ronald. How's it going?

1: Not bad, how about yourself?
2: Pretty good. What do you think about the game?

1: Well, it's pretty exciting. I think the blue team is winning by one run.

2: Really?
1: That's right. But I think the red team can come back and get some more runs.

They've got some good hitters.

2: Who are some of their best hitters?
1: The first baseman and center fielder are really good.

2: That's right. I've seen them play before. Do you play on a team?

1: Yes. I play for Spiro's Pizza Parlor.
2: '...i that right? They're a real good team. You must be a good player.

1: Well, thanks. I'm okay I guess.

2: I play for Bob's Texaco. You can't miss us: we have uniforms that make us look
like zebras, Have you seen our uniforms?

1: Yes, but I think the stripes look classy. At least you have new i niforms.

2: Well, you have a good point there. It was nice talking to you. I'll see you later.

1: Okay, see you later. So long.



Lesson X
Deciding When a Person Does Not Want to Talk

Participants will encounter situations in which the other person does not desire to have a
conversation. Hence, it is important that the individual be able to recognize behaviors ar 1 non-verbal
cues indicating that another individual does not want to converse. In addition, "self-talk" or thoughts
are discussed which decrease the pre.habillty that participants will negatively react in such situations.

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson X training tape
DT; MG audio testing tape
Blank audl ; cape

Conversation cue card for Lesson X

Trainer Instil actions
1. Ask participants to share their experiences in using the seven skills in a conversation with a family

member or chse friend.
2. Start the Less on X tape. Pause after the ir Mai Instructional input and distribute and discuss the

Lesson X conversation cue card.
3. Play the eight modeling vignettes cold accompanying instructions.
4. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling vignettes with special emphasis on the conversation

cues.
5. Beginning with the trainer and the co-trainer, act out each of the modeling vignettes. The trainers

must demonstrate how to recognize verbal and nonverbal indicators suggesting that the other
person does not want to begin a conversation. Trainers must also model the Ise of positive
statements to gi lard against any feelings of personal ref..ction. Participants should tiler he asked
to role play in front of the group the various modeling vignettes. Be sure to emphasize (a)
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participant it of verbal and nonverbal cues that indicate whether it is an appropriate

time to have a conversation and (b) participant use of positive statements to maintain self-

esteem. Correct: reinforce. Use group feedback whenever possible.

6. Start the tape and play the final two modeling vignettes. Discuss any comments the participant

might have.
7. Answer any questions the participants have about Lesson X.

8. Once again, ask participa its to practice the use of all seven conversation skills with a family

member or a close friend. Discuss their experiences at the beginning of the next session.

9 Close with the DT/MG testing. Determine skill maintenance levels of participants. Review with

individuals any lessons which they have not yet mastered.
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Deciding When a Person Does Not Want to Talk
Lesson X Transcript

Introduction
The title of this session is: "Deciding when a person does not want to talk." On this tape you will hear

eAamples of what to do when another person doesn't feel like talking. Sometimes even when it appears
to be a good time to talk, the other person is in a mood where he or she wants to be alone. This does not
mean that the person does not like you or that you have done something wrong, but only that the
person needs some time alone.

Knowing when someone does not want to talk is an important skill to learn, because it is hard to have
a good conversation when a person doesn't feel like talking. Your conversations will be more enjoyable
when both of you want to talk. In order to recognize when someone does not want to talk, remember to
follow these important points:

1. Notice if the person looks at you when you greet him or her. People who want to talk usually look at
the other person.

2. Notice whether or not the other person answers your greeting. People who want to talk will usually
return your greeting by saying "Hello." or asking how you are doing.

3. Notice the tone of the person's voice. People who want to talk usually speak in a clear a id friendly
tone.

4. Notice the person's facial expressions. A smile and a pleasant facial expression usually tell you the
person feels like talking.

5. Notice whether or not the person asks an opening question such as "What's up?", "What have you
been doing?" When people are interested in talking, they often ask opening questions to find out
in::, matlon about things you have been doing.

When you recognize that people do not want to talk, you are allowing them to have the time they need
to be alone. People will appreciate that you are giving them that time, and you will feel good about
yourself for not disturbing them when they want to be alone.
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To help you remember that It's okay when someone does not feel like talking, here are some things

you can say silently to yourself when you think someone doesn't want to talk:

1. "Hmmm, it looks like she doesn't feel like talking. Well, that's okay, we can talk later."

2. "Gee, he didn't say hello when 1 spoke to him. He must have something important on his mind.

Well, that's fine, we can talk at another time."
3. "Hmmm, she doesn't look interested in talking. I think I'll talk with her later. Yeah, that's a good

idea, we'll have a good talk later."
4. "Boy, I sure feel good about not pushing that conversation. He looked like he really wanted to be

by himself today."

Saying statements like the ones you Just heard will help you remember that sometimes people are

not in the mood to talk and that it doesn't mean you have done anything wrong. Remember, in deciding

when a person does not want to talk, look for these points:

1. Notice whether or not the other person looks at you after you have greeted him/her.

2. Notice whether or not the other person answers your greeting.

3. Notice the tone of the other person's voice. People who want to talk usually speak in a clear and

friendly tone of voice.
4. Notice the other person's facial expression: usually a smile and a pleasant expression tell you the

person feels like talking.
5. Notice whether or not the person asks an opening question like "What's up?" or "What have you

been doing?"

PAUSE

(Trainer: Distribute and discuss the conversation cue card.)

Now, here are some good examples of how people decide when a person does not want to talk.

Listen carefully to the things the people say to themselves that help them remember it is "okay" when

someone does clot want to talk.
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Situation 1
Setting: You are at work, and it is break time- You walk into the break room to get a drink and see

Sarah standing in the corner. You walk over to where she is standing and say:

Person 1: HI Sarah. How Is it going?

Person 2: (Mumbl, 'mething) Okay. fine.
Person 1: (Hmmm. Sarah's not looking at me, and she just kind of mumbled when I said

hello. Maybe she doesn't feel like talking. I think I'll pick another time when she
feels more like talking.) Well, Sarah, I'm going to go sit down and drink my cola.
I'll talk with you later.

PAUSE

Situation 2
Setting: Yotf:e waiting at the bus stop for the bus that takes you to work. You see a guy that you

work with sitting on a bench waiting for the bus. You walk over and say:

Person 1: Good morning.

Person 2: (Mumbles) Fine.
Person 1: (Hmmm. He looks like he's frowning, and he did not speak in a clear voice. It

looks like he doesn't want to talk. That's okay. I'll let him have the time he wants
to himself.)

PAUSE
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Situation 3
Setting: You are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes

before you go back to work. You see Jim sitting across the room reading the newspaper. You go over
and say:

Person 1: Hi. Jim. What's happening?

Person 2: (Silence)
Person 1: (Hmmm. Jim's not looking at me, and he really didn't respond much to my

greeting. He didn't ask how I was doing. Well, I think I'll let him read the paper,
and maybe we can talk later. Yeah, I think that'rs a good idea.)

PAUSE

Situation 4
Setting: You're sitting on the bus taking you to visit your parents. The bus stops and picks up some

more passengers. A girl sits down next to you. You say:

Person 1: Hi, where are you headed?

Person 2: (Doesn't answer, looks away)
Person 1: (Hmmm. She doesn't look Ilke she wants w talk. She's looking other way,

and she didn't answer my greeting. Well, that's fine. I just won't push it with her.)

PAUSE

Here are some more good examples of how to recognize and respond when someone does not want
to talk. In these examples, the person on the tape followed the points of this lesson. Remember.

1. Notice if the person looks at you when greeted.
2. Notice whether or not the other person answers your greeting.
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3. Notice the tone of the person's voice.
4. Notice the person's facial expression.
5. Notice whether or not the person asks an opening question like "What's up?"

When you recognize that people do not want to talk. you are allowing them to have the time they need to
be alone. Other people will appreciate that you are giving them that time, and you will feel good about
yourself for not disturbing them when they want to be alone. Please listen carefully to these examples
of deciding whether it is the time to start a conversation.

PAUSE

Situation 5
Setting: You are in a bowling league with some people from work. You are waiting your turn to bowl.

You turn to the person sitting next to you and say:

Person 1: How are you bowling tonight?

Person 2: Okay.
Person 1: (Hrnmm. She's looking at the other bowlers, and she doesn't look very

interested in talking. She hasn't asked how I'm bowling. I think it would be a
good idea not to push this conversation. We can talk after bowling.)

PAUSE
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Situation 6
Setting: You

she is taking a

Person 1:
Person 2:

Person 1:

PAUSE

are collecting cans for the aluminum can drive at work. You see Mary, and it apears that
break from collecting cans. You go up to her and say:

Hi, Mary. How many cans have you collected?

Oh, I don't know.

(Mary is not looking at me, and she has a frown on her face. She doesn't appear
interested in talking. That's okay. I'm real glad I recognized it. Maybe we can talk
later.)

Situation 7
Setting: You are at the ballpark leaning against the fence watching a softball game. You turn to the

fellow standing next to ou and say:

Person 1: Hi, what's the score?
Person 2: Don't ask me.
Person 1: (Hey, he did not sound too friendly, and he's turned his back to me. I can tell he

doesn't want to talk. I'm glad I recognized that, because he sure doesn't seem
to be In a talking mood.)

PAUSE



Situation 8
Setting: You are standing in line waiting to get a movie ticket. You turn to the person behind you and

say:

Person 1: Long line, Isn't it? I hope this movie is worth the wait.
Person 2: (Looks down and doesn't say anything.)

Person 1: (Hmmm. He's looking down at his feet and Isn't saying anything. Maybe he
doesn't like talking to people he doesn't know well. That's okay. I won't make
him feel bad by pushing it.)

PAUSE

You have just heard some examples of how to recognize and respond when someone does not feel
like talking. At this time, let's discuss the points you have Just heard demonstrated. Were you able to
identify when someone does not want to talk?

PAUSE

(Trainer: Discuss the cue card.) Were you able to identify the positive things theperson on the tape said
to him or herself when the other person did not want to talk?

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer: Discuss the modeling vignettes.)

Now let's act out the scenes we heard on the tape. When you practice, say those positive statements
aloud so that the group can help you choose the best things to say to yourself when someone does not
want to talk. After you have practiced saying the positive statements aloud, you can say them softer
and softer until you're saying them just to yourself.
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STOP THE TAPE

Practice identifying verbal and nonverbal behaviors relevant to starting a conversation. Stress
participant use of positive thoughts to counter negative reactions when the other person does not want

to talk.
Here are two more good examples of how to recognize and respond when soileone does not feel like

talking. Listen carefully for the following important learning points:

1. Notice if the person looks at you when greeted.
2. Notice whether or not the other person answers your greeting.
3. Notice the tone of the person's voice.
4. Notice the person's facial expressions.
5. Notice whether or not the person asks an opening question such as "What have you been

doing?"

PAUSE

Situation 9
Setting: You have come to work early today. You see John in the lounge drinking a cup of coffee.

You say:

Person 1: Good morning. John.

Person 2: Oh, hi.
Person 1: (Hmmm. John's tone of voice didn't sound too friendly, and he didn't look at

me. He doesn't seem too interested in talking. Well, I'm sureglad I noticed that.

I think I'll wait before I start a conversation.) Well. I think I'll get some coffee and

wait for the boss to get here.

PAUSE
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Situation 10
Setting: It's late in the afternoon. You're leaving work for the day. On your way out you see Bill. You

walk over to Bill and say:

Person 1: Hey. Bill. How did It go today?
Person 2: Oh, fine.

Person 1: (Hmmm. Bill's not looking at me. and he didn't ask how my day went. He's kind
of frowning too. Well. It was good that I caught that. We can talk later when he's
in the mood. Hey, there's Fred. I think I'll talk with him.) See ya tomorrow. Bill.
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Lesson XI
Review

Lesson XI summarizes the various conversation cues. Participants have an opportunity to hear how
these conversation cues are integrated in a successful sodal conversation. After the modeling situa-
tion, participants are then asked to role play an entire conversation using the skills they have learned.

Materials Needed
Two tape recorders
Lesson XI training tape
DT/MG audio testing tape
Blank audio tape
Conversation cue card for Lesson Xi

Trainer Instructions
1. Ask the participants to share their experiences in using the seven skills in a conversation with a

family member or a close friend.
2. Start the Lesson Xi tape. Pause after the initial instructional input and distribute and discuss the

Lesson Xi conversation cue card.
3. Play the modeling vignette demonstrating use of the conversation cues.
4. Stop the tape and discuss the modeling vignette with special emphat ,s on the proper use of the

conversation cues.
5. Beginning with the trainer and co-trainer, practice using all of the conversation skills. In modeling

the conversation skills, trainer and co-trainer f,lust present the conversation cues in the proper
order. Ask participants then to role play conversations in front of the group. Help participants
identify examples of the conversation cues. Correct: reinforce. Use group feedback whenever
possible.
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6. Discuss any comments that participants might have about Lesson XL conversation cues
emphasized In other lessons, or the use of positive thought introduced in Lesson X.

7. encourage participants to practice the skills they have learned in the eleven lessons of Conversa-
tion Skills Training.

8. Conduct the DT/MG sessions. Plan a three and four week follow-up DT/MG session to assess
skill maintenance.

9. Congratulate participants and yourself for a job well done.
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Lesson XI
Review Transcript

Introduction
This is the last in our series of lessons on conversational skills. In this lesson we wili eview the skills

we learned in all of our other sessions. We will also hear a conversation using those skills. Before we
listen to the taped conversations, let's review the skills needed to have a good conversation.

1. Choose a good time to start .a conversationa time when you both can talk.
2. Notice If the other person Is in the mood to talk.
3. Greet the other person with a friendly opening remark that fits the setting or the other person's

remark. like "Good morning, how are you?"
4. Ask an opening question about a topic the person knows something about like "How did you like

the movie last night?
5. Show interest in what the other person is saying by smiling, looking at the other person and

nodding your head.

6. Ask follow-up questions to get additional information about the topic of conversation, for
example, "What did yogi like best about the movie?"

7. Express a compliment to the other person about something that you illsc about the person.
8. Share your own opinions, feelings or interests with the other person. A or his/her reaction.
9. End the conversation with an appropriate closing statement such as "I'll be seeing you."

If you use these skills when talking to others. your conversations will be more interesting and
enjoyable. Others will be more likely to talk with you in the future, and you will have a chance to get to
know your friends better.

PAUSE
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(Trainer. Distribute and discuss the conversation cue card.)

Now let's listen to a conversation in which the people in the tape use all of the conversation skills we
learned in our lessons. Listen carefully and see if you can identify each skill as it is being used by the
people on the tape.

Situation 1
Setting: You are in a nice restaurant, and you have Just finished eating. You are relaxing, enjoying

your coffee. A friend from your neighborhood sees you and says:

Person 1: Hi, Joe. How are you doing?

Person 2: Fine, Tom. How are things with you?

Person 1: Pretty good, I can't complain, I guess.
Person 2: How are things going with the aluminum can drive?

Person 1: Well, not too bad, but we could sure use some more cans.

Person 2: Hmmm.
Person 1: We've collected a lot of cans, but we are still short of our goal.

Person 2: Is that right?
Person 1: Yeah, but we hope to have a good week coming up.

Person 2: Well, how do you go about collecting cans?
Person 1: We put ads in the paper, on radio and on TV for people in the community to bring

their cans to us. We also collect cans ourselves.

Person 2: Boy, that sounds like a lot of work. How many more cans do you need?

Person 1: It's hard work, but it's fun too. We hope to collect 2,000 pounds.
Person 2: You're doing a great job collecting cans. I hope you reach your goal.
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Person 1: Well, thanks. I think we can do it.

Person 2: I've got some empty cans around the house. bring them over so you can add
them to your collection. I can't believe how mt.ch they are paying for cans tight
now, can you?

Person 1: No, It has really helped us. When we started, they only paid 20t a pound.

Person 2: Well, It was good talking to you. I'll see you later today with those cans.

Person 1: Great. I'll see you later.

Let's discuss the skills you have just heard demonstrated. Were you able to identify the important
skills as they were used in the conversation?

PAUSE

(Trainer. Discuss the modeling vignette.)

Now let's practice a conversation using all the skills we have learned.

STOP THE TAPE

(Trainer. Role play effective social conversations. Be sure that each participant has the opportunity to
initiate the seven skills in a role play conversation.)
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Appendix A
DT and MG Assessment Tape Transcript

The purpose of our training program is to help you develop your social conversation skills. To begin
the program. you will participate in a series of role play assessments. A role play assessment presents
a situation and then asks you to respond as you would in real life. Because we are interested in your
conversation skills. each of the role play assessments will present a typical conversation situation.
Here is an example:

You are taking a walk in your neighborhood andone of your neighbors sees you and says: "Hil How is
it going?" What would you say?

PAUSE

Now we will present a series of similar situations. Respond naturally, just the wayyou would in real
life.

Series 1 DT 1: You are at work, and it's break time. You have just finished working this morning on a
new assignment. building bicycle brakes. A fellow employee sees you and says:
"Hi. Joe. How is it going?"

Series 1 DT 2: You are on your lunch break and have just finished eating. You still have a few minutes
before you go back to work. A new employee sees you and says:
"Hi! My name is Ed."

Series 1 MG 1: You are at the mall shopping for a friend's birthday present. A guy from work sees you
and says:
"Hi. What's going on?"
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Series 1 MG 2: You are sitting on a i)us that is going to take you to your parents' house fora visit. The

bus stops to pick up some more passengers and a guy auout your age sits next to you and says:

"Hil My name is Ed."

Series 2 DT 2: You are at a party for all the employees. A friend that you work w ith sits down next to you

and says:
"Hey. how are you doing?"

Series 2 MG 1: You have just finished hearing a presentation cn job safety given to all the employees

on your shift As you ale leaving the conference room, one of your fnends says:

"Hey, how are you doing?"

Series 2 MG 2: You just moved Into a new apartment and are anxious to meet new people. You see

your neighbor leaving her apartment. She sees you and says:

"Hi. are you new here?"

Series 3 DT 1: You are at the grocery store shopping for your dinner. Yoursupervisor from work is also

there shopping. She sees you and says:

"Hi. What are you up to?"

Series 3 DT 2: You are standing at the bus stop waiting for the afternoon bus to take you home from

work. A girl about your age is standing next to you and says:

"Hi. My name is Mary."

Series 3 MG 1: You arrived late for work this morning. and you missed a staff meeting. You see a few of

your friends who just got out of the meeting. One of them comes over and says:

"Good morning."

Series 3 MG 2: You have just completed your last assignment for the day. You are getting your things

together to go home. Your supervisor comes over and says:

"Hey. how did it go today?"
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Series 4 DT 1: You have arrived for work a few minutes early. You are sitting in the lounge drinking a
cup of coffee. A friend that you work with walks in the lounge and says:
"Good morning, Bob."

Series 4 DT 2: You're at a drive-in movie watching a double feature. You're standing in line at the snack
bar during the intermission. Ynur next door neighbor is in the line next to you. He sees you and says:
"Hi. Jack. How's it going?"

Series 4 MG 1: You are on your way to the vending machine to get a cola and a candy bar. You see your
friend Jane sitting in lobby. She sees you and says:
"Hi. How's it going?"

Series 4 MG 2: You are on the annual employee picnic. You just finished playing a game of volleyball.
Your friend 1 om comes over and says:
"Hey! How did you do?"

Series 5 DT 1: You arc eating lunch in the cafeteria. A employee who just began working on your shift
comes over to your table a.id says:
"Hi! Mind if I sit dol:m?"

Series 5 DT 2: You are at the park watching a softball game. There is a guy standing nt;st to VJU also
watching the game. He turns toward you and says:
"Hi, my name is Steve."

Series 5 MG 1: You are at the nark taking your dog for a walk. A girl about your age walks by and says:
"Hi. nice dog you've got toerv..."

Series 5 MG 2: You are having lunch at Hamburger Hut. A friendyou work with is also there. He sees
you and says:
'Hi, how you doing?"
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ADDITIONAL COPIES

'1265 Conversation Skills TrainingTrainer's Manual $ ()A)

'1266 Conversation Skill/Response Card Set (7) $ 2.50

1267 Conversation Cue Card Set (11) $ 1 50

#1275 Cassette Tape Set (3) $1750

Arkansas Rehabilitation Research & Training Center
Publications Department

P.O. Box 1358
Hot Springs, AR 71902
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In Vocational Rehabilitation
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Greeting



Hi!
How are
you?

CST
142 Skill Response

Fine.
How are

143



144

SKILL

w



Fine.
How are
you doing
with your
bowling?

145

CST
Skill Response

Much
better.

I had
a lesson

last vr ek.
146



Showing
Interest

147



Oh,
really?

14

CST
Skill Response

Yeah.
I changed

my grip
a little.

149



Follow-up
Question

15U



How has
it changed
your roll?

151

CST
Skill Response

Well, I am..
getting

more hook
on the ball.

That gives in
a lot more
pin action.

15 ;2



Expressing
A Compliment



.0

You are
going to

/b% ' come a
real good

'bowler.

1.4

CST
Skill Response

154
155

Thanks!



Self-
Disclosure

156



I took lessons
at the Don
Carter Center.
They really
helped my game.
What do you think
of their program?

157

CST
Skill Response

I like it.
I had several

group lessons
there last

year.

15'3



Ending the
Conversation
Appropriately



well, I h e
to go..
I'll see you
tomorrow.

160

PI CST
Skill Response

Okay,
se yllitno

It was nice
to talk to

161
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LESSON I
When to Start a Conversation

Conversation Cues
1. Choose a time when you are not working or doing something that

is important for you to be doing at the time.
2. Choose a time when the other person is not busy or in the middle

of doing something very important.
3. Choose a time when the other person is not talking or listening to

someone else.
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LESSON 11
The Components of a Conversation

Conversation Cues
411.,

A good conversation requires...
1. A greeting - a friendly opening remark.
2. An opening question a question about a topic familiar to the

other person.

3. Showing interest - showing interest in what the other person is
saying by looking at the other person, smiling and nodding your
head.

4. Follow-up questions - questions to get additional information.
5. A compliment - saying something nice about the other person.
6. A self-disclosure - a statement about a personal opinion or

feeling.

7. An end - an appropriate close to a conversation.

CST
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LESSON III
Greeting and Opening Remark

Conifersation Cues
1. Choose a greeting that fits the setting or the other person's

remark.

2. Speak in a pleasant tone of voice that can be easily heard by the
other person.



LESSON IV
Opening Questions

Conversation Cues
1. Pick a topic that the other person knows something about.
2. Ask a question that allows the other person to tell you more than

just "yes" or "no."
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0
.411

Conversation Cues

"11

1. Look at the other person while heAhe is speaking.

2. Nod your head or smile.
!-

IM U 3. Say words that show you aie interested in what the person is

Ig
saying..

LESSON V
Showing Interest

IP
C S T

6 7
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LESSON VI
Follow-up Questions

Conversation Cues
1. Ask for more information about the same topic.

2. Offer your opinions about the topics.

16S



Conversation Cues

1. Think of something positive you like a ut the person.

2. Plck the right time to express a com liment.

3. Say the compliment in a pleasant ne of voice.

LESSON VII
Expressing aCfpnpliment
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LESSON VIII
Selfdisclosure

Conversation Cues
1. Listen carefully to what the other person is saying.

2. Select a statement about your opinions or feelings that fits the
topic of the conversation or the other person's remark.

3.. Ask for the other person's reaction to what you have said.

tip
CST
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LESSON IX
Ending the Conversation

Conversation Cues
1. Look the person in the eye.
2. Choose an ending that is appropriate conversation setting

and Mme.

3. Decide among a number of different types of conversation enders
that you might use such as summarization, responding to
corrunittments and. compliment.

4. End the conversation with an appropriate closing statement.
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LESSON X
Deciding When a

Person Does Not Want to Talk

Conversation Cues
1. Notice if the person looks at you when you greet him or her.
2. Notice whether or not the other person answers your greeting.
3. Notice the tone of the other person's voice. People who want to

talk usually speak in a clear and friendly tone of voice.
4. Notice the other person's facial expression; usually a smile and a

pleasant expression tell you the person feels like talking.
5. Notice whether or not the person asks an open-ended question.
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Conversation Cues
A good conversation requires...

1. A greeting
2. An opening question
3. Showing interest
4. Follow-up questiolis
5. A compliment
6. A self-disclosure
7. An end

1 13


